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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 JUDGE LAZO: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

3 This is an administrative proceeding before an Atomic

() 4 Safety and Licensing Board of the United States Nuclear

5 Regulatory Commission in the matter of Florida Power and

6 Light Company, Turkey Point Plant, Unit Nos. 3 and 4,

7 hereinafter referred to as the Licensee.

8 The proceeding is identified as Nuclear

- 9 Regulatory Commission Docket Nos. 50-250-OLA-1 and

10 50-251-OLA-1.

11 The Licensee, Florida Power and Light Company,

12 is authorized to possess, use and operate Turkey Point

13 Plant, Units 3 and 4, two pressurized water nuclear

('T 14 * reactors iocated in Dade County, Florida pursuant to the
V

15 provisions of facility operatin.g licenses numbers DPR-31

16 and DPR-41, issued July 19, 1972 and April 10, 1973

17 respectively.

18 On October 7, 1983, the Commission published in

19 the Federal Register a notice that it was considering the

20 issuance of amendme,nts to Licensee's operating licenses.
|

21 That notice was given general public

22 distribution, including the news media, and offered an

23 opportunity for a public hearing on the proposed

24 amendments which would authorize, one, an increase in the
{

25 hot channeled factor limit from 1.55 to 1.62; second, an

i

l

i

_
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i

1 increase in total peaking factor limit from 2.30 to 2.32;

2 thirdly, changes in over power set points and thermal
; .

! 3 hydraulic limit curves; and lastly, deletion of

;O.

4 restrictions and limits placed on operation prior to
I

5 replacement of the old steam generators.'

A

6 This proceeding we will refer to as the vessel
4

7 Flux Reduction proceeding to distinguish it from two other

I 8 proceedings which also involve amendments to Licensee, to

9 the Licensee's operating license.

10 On November 4, 1983, the Center for Nuclear

11 Responsibility and Joette Lorion filed a timely joint
i

j. 12 request for a hearing and a petition for leave to

13 intervene in this proceeding. ,,

() 14 Thereafter, this Licensing Board convened a

15 prehearing conference in the spring of 1984 and later:

1

16 issued an order, on May 16, 1984, which admitted the'

17 Center and Joette Lorion as parties to this proceeding.

I 18 In that same prehearing conference order, the
:

19 Licensing Board admitted contentions B and D of the

20 petition for adjudi' cation in this proceeding.

i 21 On February 8, 1985, the Licensing Board entered
[

22 an order scheduling a prehearing conference on this day

f 23 that was followed up on March -- let see me -- that was

() 24 followed up on March 14 with a memorandum and order

25 concerning Licensee's motion for reconsideration for

. - - - - - - . - . . - - . - - . - . . . . . - - - . _ - - , - - . - . . - - _ .
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1 clarification of the scheduling order.

2 In that order, we indicated that the purpose for
'

- 3 this prehearing conference was to hear additional evidence
'''

4 from the Licensee's experts which would assist the

5 Licensing Board in determining how to rule on the motions

6 for summary disposition which Licensee has filed.

7 If the Licensing Board should grant the motions

8 for summary disposition, that would resolve the issue and

9 no hearing would be held.

10 Now, I think most of you have met the Licensing

11 Board when you were here before at a prehearing conference.

12 Just let me briefly indicate that Judge Cole is sitting at

r~s -
my left. 'Dr. Cole is.an environmental scientist.13

(_) 14 Judge Leubke is sitting at my right. Dr. Leubke
~

15 is a nuclear physici'st.

16 I am a radiation chemist and a lawyer.

17 May we have appearances of the counsel, please?

18 MR. COLL: Mr. Chairman, my name is Norman Coll.,

19 I am a member of the firm of Steel, Hector & Davis in

i 20 Miami. Sitting wit'h me is Steven P. Frantz of the firm of

21 Newman & Holtzinger in Washington, D.C.

22 Also with me today in the courtroom is

23 Mr. Harold Reis of Newman and Holtzinger in Washington,

() 24 D.C.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you. And for the Nuclear

i

|

.

l
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1 Regulatory Commission Staff?

2 MS. YOUNG: My name is Mitzi Young. I am here

3 representing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also
7-.
e u
'#' 4 seated at counsel table but not entering an appearance in

5 this proceeding is the plant's project manager,

6 Dan Mcdonald.

7 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you. Let us ask counsel to

8 speak up, please, so that the members of the audience can
.

9 hear you.

10 For the Intervenors, the Center and Mrs. Lorion?

11 MR. HODDER: Good morning, members of the Board.

12 I am Martin H. Hodder, attorney for Joette Lorion and the

13 Center for Nuglear' Responsibility. Sitting with me at

/^)'s_/ 14 counsel table is my client, Ms. Lorion.

15 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you, Mr. Hodder.

16 Before getting into the business of the morning,

17 I am just wondering, do any of you wish to make an opening

18 statement? I see Licensee and Intervenors.

19 Mr. Coll?

20 MR. COLL :' Yes, your Honor. Mr. Chairman,

21 members of the Board, we intend today to provide, through

22 the use of our expert witnesses, a detailed explanation of

23 the matters in the affidavits which are already on file

(3- ) 24 and we would propose to do that in the following fashion:
x_/

25 There are two contentions. On the first
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1 contention, contention B, we would propose to provide

2 Mr. Mark Parvin who provided the affidavit in support of

3 contention B for the Licensee. He will give a briefs

k_)
4 background statement which describes the nature of the

5 hypothetical accident which was .snalyzed, the way in which

6 it was analyzed using models, and a description of the

7 codes that are involved.

8 He will then describe the analysis that was done

9 for Turkey Point using the approved evaluation model and

10 he will respond to the questions that the Board has posed

11 in the prehearing conference order and also will respond

12 to the, or address the questions raised in the affidavits

13 filed by Ms. Lorion and Mr. Edwards.

(G_) 14 He will then be available for any questions from

15 the Board or examination by counsel for any of the parties.

16 In addition, in the response to the motion for summary

17 judgment on contention B, affidavits were filed which

18 appear to raise questions concerning compliance of certain

19 of these computer codes with appendix K of the Commission's

'

20 regulations.

21 Without waiving our objection to the

22 introduction of those issues in this proceeding, we

23 previously indicated to the Board we feel that those types

(~ ) 24 of questions constitute a challenge to the Commission's
N-

.

25 regulations.

-
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1 However, we have an additional witness here

2 today, Mr. Michael Young, who -- and I have his statement
,

{- of professional qualifications and a resume -- I propose3

x-
4 to have both him and Mr. Parvin as a panel to respond to

5 questions not related to how the analysis was done for

6 Turkey Point but questions which have been raised

7 concerning the code itself and how it works and how it

8 complies with the Commission's regulations.
.

9 Secondly, we have with us Mr. Edward Dzenis who

10 will address contention D in the same fashion. That is,

11 he will provide a background statement and then he will

12 address the matters raised by contention D as they have
'

13 been raised by the Board and by the parties.

14 He will then be available for examination,

15 questions by the Board and by the parties.

16 If the Board has no objection to that procedure,

17 your Honor, that is the way in which we would like to

18 proceed.

19 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you, Mr. Coll.

20 Mr. Hodde'r, you indicated that Intervenor would

21 like to make an opening statement.

22 MR. HODDER: That is correct. I am going to

23 stand here.

i( )
'

24 JUDGE LAZO: You may remain seated, if you are

! 25 more comfortable.
L

!

!
_ . -- - -- . - _-.. - . _ - - - _ - -. - - -
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1 MR. HODDER: I will stand.

2 I represent the Intervenors in this proceeding.

3 Presently there are two contentions before the Board, B

4 and D, out of an original, much greater number raised by

5 my client. Additionally, my client sought a prior hearing
i

6 before there was issuance of the license amendments

7 because unilaterally, the Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory

8 Commission has made a determination that no significant

9 safety hazard consideration is involved in the issuance of

10 these licenses.

11 As such, the license amendments were issued over

12 a year ago and the nuclear plants at Turkey Point have

13 been' operating with a reduction of the original safety

14 limits or margins established in the original operating

15 license for that plant.

16 The Board probably knows that we have taken this

17 issue up with the Federal judiciary and presently we have

18 a case in the United States Court of Appeals 'for the
i

19 District of Columbia where we seek review of the'

20 Commission's proce'ss for making determinations of no'

21 significant safety hazard.

22 This becomes very important'because when we (
;

23 consider the facts of the issues before the Board today,

() 24 we note that on March 18, 1985, Michael Bauser, counsel
,

25 for Florida Power and Light Company, sent a letter to the
:

,

i

|

t
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1 members of this Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in which

2 he advised that the computer model which was the

;O 3 underpinning for issuance of the license amendments

4 contained inaccuracies or was inaccurate and that .

5 presently the correct values for relevant, pertinent,

6 temperatures in the core weren't established.

7 Mr. Bauser indicated that he would keep the

! 8 Board and the parties informed as the company and
.

9 Westinghouse, the vendor, wrestled with the problem of

10 determining the correct values.

11 Nevertheless, this license amendment has been
3

12 issued. This is exactly the kind of problem that we

13 sought'to avoid by seeking a prior hearing. -

() 14 Because of the Bauser letter and because, in our

i 15 opinion, this utility company is experimenting with an

16 untested technology in our neighborhood which has the

17 potential for threatening the health and safety of members

18 of this South Florida community and because Mr. Bauser's

19 letter indicates to us that presently the company and the

20 Commission have no' valid technical basis for issuance of

! 21 these license amendments, we are filing with the Board

22 this morning by hand delivery to the counsel and opposing

23 parties Intervenor's motion to suspend or revoke the

() 24 license amendments.

25 We are doing it here because we composed it only

|

.. , - . _ _ _ - - . _ _ . _ - . - . - . - _ - - - . . - . . - . - _ _ - . - - . - -
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1 recently and because we feel that filing it before the

2 Board will give the Board a good opportunity to establish

3 an expedited briefing schedule for responses of the
'Ot
\d 4 parties.

5 Right now, if I may, I would like to hand

'

6 opposing counsel and members of the Board our motion. I

7 am not trying to present this as any surprise.. I fully

8 recognize that the Board is not prepared to deal with this
.

9 now. But the Board may, before this hearing is over today,

10 seek to establish a schedule for briefing and responding.

11 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder, may I just ask, is your

12 motion directed to the Commission's rules of practice,

13 namely, section 2.206 which -- .
,

O
() 14 MR. HODDER: No, it is not. It is not a request

15 for enforcement action.

16 JUDGE LAZO: That would be addressed to the

17 director of Nuclear Reactor Regulations.

18 MR. HODDER: We feel that this Board has the

19 responsibility to determine issues before it. Presently

20 one of the issues l's the adequacy of the computer model

21 that allowed issuance of the licenses.

22 We also feel that if properly interpreted, it

23 arises from contention B which is before the Board. We

(~) 24 feel that has a special relevance to these proceedings,
%)

25 because the utility company has suggested that there.is no
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1 disputed issue of material fact. They have submitted the

2 affidavit of Mark Parvin in support of that motion for

3 summary disposition which they now tell us was not

4 accurate.+

'5 I think this is confirmation in and of itself

i 6 that there is a disputed issue of material fact and, hence,
'

i

7 summary disposition of this contention at least would be.

i
8 wholly inappropriate.

9 The practical consideration that springs from

10 all this is that we live near the nuclear reactor and that

11 for over a year it has operated with a computer codel as a ,

| 12 basis for its operation which is now found to be
!

13 inaccurate. If we had been given a prior hearing before
'

() 14 issuance of'the license amendments, then this inaccuracy'

15 and problem may never have existed.

16 This is the problem in our view with the

. 17 Commission's practice of making these hazard
1

18 determinations without proper consideration and without

19 prior hearing. We object to the process.
;

20 We recognize that this Board isn't concerned>

21 with that particular objection, but nevertheless we wish
*

22 to point it out, as we have pointed out that we are

23 litigating the question in the Court of Appeals. That is
.

() 24 my opening statement. I thank the Board for hearing me.

I 25 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you.
.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 Mrs. Young, does the Staff wish to make an

2 opening statement?

3 MS. YOUNG: Mr. Chairman, I hadn't planned to

4 make an opening statement, but I think there are some

5 remarks by Mr. Hodder that warrant a preliminery response.

6 Staff had no indication that he intended on filing his

7 motion to revoke the license. But from the substance of

8 his remarks this morning it appears that Mr. Hodder is

9 basing his request on whether this Board should be

10 involved in a determination of rethinking the Staff's no

11 significant hazards determination on the amendments.

12 I think the Staff, in its pleadings before this

13 Board, has indicated that the Sholly rules, preclude such

14 litigation in this proceeding. And under those rules, a

15 hearing held by a licensing board is not to affect the

16 effective date of amendments issued under the Sholly

17 regulations.

18 Secondly, Mr. Hodder appears to suggest that

19 because there has been an error indicated in the

20 procedures for feed'ing data into the BART computer model,

21 that the motion for summary disposition that has been

22 filed in this proceeding by the Licensee and supporsed by

23 the NRC Staff cannot be granted. That is precisely what

( 24 the Board is here to decide.

25 At this point it seems that Mr. Hodder's motion

.
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1 is premature because it comes before the Licensee has a

2 chance to address the substance behind its letter

3 notification of March 18 of this year.

O 4 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder -- let me first just

5 note that, as you have indicated, the Nuclear Regulatory

'

6 Commission has, in fact, issued the amendments that were

7 requested back in 1983. Amendment No. 99 to facility

8 operating license DPR 31, which is Unit 3, was issued on
.

9 December 23, 1984. Amendment Nos. 93 to Florida Power and

10 Light's license No. DPR 41, which is Unit 4, was also

11 issued on that same day. I

12 I gather that you are indicating, Mr. Hodder,

-13 that you believe that this Licensing Board has the power

'n
(_) 14 to suspend or revoke those license amendments and, indeed,

. .

! 15 that is what you are requesting?
:

16 MR. HODDER: Shall I respond?4

17 JUDGE LAZO: Please.
:

18 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, that is exactly -- we j
#

ii

19 have a twofold purpose in bringing the motion out. One is,
4

| 20 we like to reiterate that there, indeed, is a disputed
i

| 21 issue of material fact in this hearing. We feel that the
!

| 22 Bauser letter and that revelation is probative of that

23 view. But that isn't the primary purpose in making the

! 24 motion.
i \- i

| 25 We feel that this Board could, if it wished, j
! 1

!,
|

"

!
,

i !

- _ _ - - - , . . - - - - - - _ . . . - - . . . . - . _ . - - - .- -
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1 could cancel, revoke, or suspend the license amendment.

2 The effect of suspension of the license amendment or its

3 cancellation would be to require the plant not to shut

4 down but merely to operate within those original safety

5 limits and technical specifications that were established

6 in the original operating license. That is all we are

7 asking.

8 Due to the uncertainty in the code which was the

' 9 basis for the amendments, since the Board is considering

10 whether or not these amendments in fact should be issued

11 and since the ultimate effect of this proceeding would

12 have substantial bearing on whether or not the amendments

13 remain in effect, we feel that the information that is

() 14 available to the Board and can be documented today is of

15 sufficient basis for the Board to suspend the amendments.

16 Yes, I recognize that this might be unusual,

17 might require a certain amount of -- I hate to use the

18 word " courageous" posturing on the part of the Board, but

19 it would be something more than the cavalier attitude that-

i 20 has controlled this- process up until now on the part of

j 21 the Commission.

22 I don't refer to the Board.
i

{ 23 MR. COLL: Could I just briefly respond, since I

(} 24 didn't have this motion in front of me. I didn't have an

25 opportunity to even address it when I made my opening

,

,
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1 statement.

2 First of all, we strongly dispute Mr. Hodder's

3 characterization of the Board notification letter of

( l

4 March 18. We intend in this proceeding today to describe

5 for the Board, through the expert witnesses, the revision

6 that was made to the procedure for transmitting data in

7 this evaluation model from one code to another. We

8 strongly dispute that there is -- the characterization
.

9 that there is any error in the code. There is not. The

10 code is in compliance with appendix K.

11 And for that matter we assert that at the time

12 this Board concludes this proceeding today, there

13 definitely will be no doubt that there is no genuine issue
,

() 14 as to any material fact and that the licensee is entitled

15 to a summary disposition.

16 We support and join in what Ms. Young said

17 concerning the Board's jurisdiction to suspend or modify

18 the license at this point.

19 JUDGE LAZO: But Mr. Coll, as far as Mr. Bauser's>

20 March 18 letter is' concerned, that relates to contention B?

21 MR. COLL: Correct.

; 22 JUDGE LAZO: And contention B alone?

23 MR. COLL: Correct.
J

() 24 JUDGE LAZO: And then you are not at this time

25 moving to withdraw your motion for summary disposition as;
;

i

<
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1 to contention B?

2 MR. COLL: Absolutely not, Mr. Chairman.

3 (Board confers.)
O 4 JUDGE LAZO: Very well then, Mr. Coll, I guess

5 we should proceed with your witnesses as you have

6 indicated. Mr. Parvin -- well, we already have his

7 statement of qualifications which were submitted with his

8 affidavit in your motion for summary disposition.
.

9 MR. COLL: We call Mr. Mark Parvin.

10 JUDGE LAZO: Are you going to call

11 Mr. Michael Young at the same time?

12 MR. COLL: Correct.

13 We ask that the witnesses be sworn.,

() 14 Whereupon,

15 MARK J. PARVIN

i 16 and

17 MICHAEL Y. YOUNG

18 were called as witnesses and, having been first duly

19 sworn, were examined and testified as follows:

20 JUDGE LAZD: Please be seated.
,

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. COLL:

23 O Will you please state your name and address,

(} 24 business address, for the record? ,

25 A (Witness Parvin) My name is Mark Parvin. My
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1 current business address is Westinghouse Electric

2 Corporation, Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Bridgeman,

3 Michigan.

' 4 O Mr. Parvin, what was your job title or

5 description at the time that you made and provided the

6 affidavit in support of summary judgment in this case?

7 A (Witness Parvin) I was a senior engineer in the

8 reload fuel and forces analysis group in the nuclear
.

9 safety department.

10 Q What is your present job title and description?

11 A (Witness Parvin) My present job title is I am

12 the site service manager at Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant.

13 O Mr. Young, would you please state your name and .

() 14 address for the record.

15 A (Witness Young) My name is Michael Y. Young. I

16 work at the Westinghouse Nuclear Corporation in Pittsburgh,

17 Box 355.

18 O Let me show you a document entitled " Professional

19 Qualifications and Experience of M.Y. Young." I ask you

20 if that was prepared by you as a resume of your

21 professional qualifications and experience for this
t

22 proceeding?

23 A (Witness Young) Yes, it was.

(v~) 24 MR. COLL: Copies have been furnished to the

25 Board and parties. Mr. Chairman, we would ask that this
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1 be marked as an exhibit and bound into the transcript. I

2 have provided a copy to the court reporter.

3 JUDGE LAZO: Are there any objections to

O 4 admitting it as an exhibit?

5 MR. HODDER: No objection.

6 MS. YOUNG: No objection.

7 JUDGE LAZO: Very well. We will mark this as

8 Licensee Exhibit No. 1 and instruct the reporter to

9 incorporate it into the record.

10 (Licensee Exhibit No. 1 identified and

11 received.)

12 (The document follows:) .

13

() 14

15

16

,17

18

19

20 -

21

22

23

(~) 24

25
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Professional Qualifications and Experience of
M. Y. Young

;;

My name is Michael Y. Young. My business address is P. O. Box 355,
pb Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230. I am enployed by Westinghouse Electric

Corporation (" Westinghouse").

I graduated from Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute with an M.S. degree
,in Mechanical Engineering in January of 1972.

In March,1972, I joined Westinghouse in the Core Engineering
Department (later to become the Nuclear Safety Department) as an
Associate Engineer. My duties included performing loss of coolant
accident calculations using codes then approved under the Interim
. Acceptance Criteria issued by the Atomic Energy Ccanission (now the
Nuclear Regulatory Comission).

In 1974 as an Engineer, I was part of a task team fomed to develop a
new analysis model which would confom to the regulations contained in
10CFR50.46, Appendix K. This task required extensive modification and
development of computer themal hydraulic models, and analysis to
demonstrate compliance with Appendix K.

In 1976, I was given the responsibility to develcp a special evaluationMy dutiesmodel for plants equipped with upper head injgetion.
O- included model development, analysis, and presentations before the

Nuclear Regulatcry Comission and the Advisory Comittee on Reactor
Safeguards.

In 1978, I was promoted to Senior Engineer. I was responsible for the
development of an advanced heat transfer code, BART, which was
subsequently sutxnitted to the NRC for review as a model for use in ECCS~
analy sis.

'

In 1981, I was promoted to the position of Manager of the Themal
MyHydraulic Applications group in the Nuclear Safety Department.

responsibilities included the management of several experimental and
.

development projects including: .

1. Reflood heat transfer experiments

Model steam generator transient themal-hydraulic experiments2.

3 Analysis of reflood data with flow blockage

O a. Dee1-ent of aevanced rer1ood modets

5 Assessment of best estimate computer codes

.
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1 BY MR. COLL:

2 O Mr. Parvin, could you begin please by giving the

3 Board and the parties a brief background description in
iO
\# 4 connection with contention B.

5 A (Witness Parvin) Sure. I would like to give a

6 presentation which will briefly discuss the large break

7 loss of coolant accident analysis that I performed for

8 Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 and that will include the
.

9 evaluation that was performed for the reduction steam flow

10 velocity for the transition core period.

11 The NRC regulations 10 CFR 50.46 and part 50 of

12 appendix K require that LOCA analyses be performed with

13 approved evaluation models and that peak. clad temperature

(),)
r

14 calculated not exceed 2200 degrees Fahrenheit.

15 The loss of coolant accident analysis is a

16 hypothetical design base analysis which assumes that one

17 of the primary pipes in the reactor coolant system breaks.

18 Loss of coolant accident analysis can be

19 divided into two types of analyses. They are large break

20 loss of coolant accident analysis and small break.

21 The spectrum of breaks that were required by

22 appendix K to be performed for Turkey Point showed that

23 the large break loss of coolant accident analysis was the

~S 24 limiting break case for Turkey Point. My presentation(d
25 will, therefore, discuss the large break loss of coolant
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1 accident analysis.

2 Before I get into it, I would like to point out

3 that the large break loss of coolant accident analysis is

O 4 completely independent of the departure from nucleate

5 boiling analysis. They are governed by different criteria.

6 If I may then, I would like to discuss the large

7 break loss of coolant accident analysis with the help of -

8 some figures.

9 MS. YOUNG: Mr. Chairman, are these figures

10 reproduced so we may incorporate them in the record? It

11 may be hard to follow the transcript if they are not.

12 MR. COLL: I have copies, Mr. Chairman, for the

13 parties and the members of the Board and I will provide a
,

() 14 copy to the reporter. At the concibsion of his testimony,

15 I will ask that that be marked and then bound into the
.

16 transcript.

17 MS. YOUNG: Is this going to be the total number

18 of handouts you have to include.in the record? It might

19 be better to mark it now.

20 MR. COLLr I think that is the total number.-

21 WITNESS PARVIN: The nature of the large break

22 loss of coolant accident analysis makes it convenient to

23 divide the event into three phases. Those phases are the

(} 24 blowdown phase, the refill phase and the reflood phase.

25 This first schematic shows a model of the
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1 reactor coolant system during the blowdown phase. The

2 blowdown phase begins with the pipe breaking, which is,
3 shown at point C --

4 BY MR. COLL:

5 O For the record, refer to that title on the
,

6 figure.

7 A (Witness Parvin) Figure 1A.

8 .Soon after the break occurs, the flow in the

9 core reverses direction as shown in point A. It flows

10 down through the core, up through the downcomer shown on

11 point B, out the cold leg to the break, which was

12 previously pointed out as point C.*

13 Characteristic of the blowdown phase is that the

14 initial water in the system is drained out through the

15 break. The blowdown phase -- the water that is initially

16 in the system prior to the break is -- most of that water

17 is lost by the end of the blowdown phase, which is

18 characterized by the reac'or coolant system pressure beingt

19 approximately equal to the containment pressure.

20 Near the'end of the blowdown phase the

21 accumulators shown on point D inject emergency core

22 cooling system water into the cold leg and that begins to

23 fill the lower plenum which is shown in point E.

() 24 So the blowdown phase is characterized by the

25 initial water in the system draining out.
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1 The next phase shown here on figure 1B is the

2 refill phase. The refill phase is characterized by the

3 emergency core cooling system water refilling the lower

4 plenum which is shown on point E.

5 Again, the accumulators and the safety injection

6 water is injected into the cold leg which travels down the

7 downcomer and fills the lower plenum. The end of refill

8 is predicted when that water gets to a level that the
.

9 bottom of the core, shown in point A, begins to be covered.

10 The final phase of the accident analysis, shown

11 on figure 1C is the reflood phase. The reflood phase

12 begins with the bottom of the core being covered, the core

13 shown on po' int A. It'is characterized by a liquid level

14 p$ogression up through the core. The rate that that

15 liquid level progresses is equal to the inlet velocity,

16 the water inlet velocity at the bottom of the core, also

17 known as the flooding rate, minus the steam that is

; 18 generated when this liquid begins to cover the fuel.
! *

19 That steam passes through the fuel. Heat
|

20 transfer takes plac'e. That is the method for cooling the;

21 core..

22 That steam travels up through the core and with

j 23 the entrained liquid goes out the hot leg and -- of the

j '() 24 hot leg, and eventually goes out the break.

25 The reflood phase ends when the core is covered.

!

!
,

i
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1 I would like to just mention at this point that'

2 the reflood phase is the phase when the BART computer code

3 is used to do its calculation.,_

\' 4 Now, because of the nature of the loss of

5 coolant accident analysis, specifically the large break

'
6 LOCA, a series of computer codes are utilized to analyze

7 that event.

8 This next figure, figure 2, shows the computer
.

9 codes that make up the approved Westinghouse appendix K

10 LOCA evaluation model with BART.

11 At the top of this figure I have the three
,

12 phases of the large break loss of coolant accident shown.

13 At the extreme ,left is the beginning of blowdown and then

() 14 I have the refill and reflood phase lumped together for

15 simplicity. And at the extreme right is the end of the

16 reflood or the end of the accident analysis.

17 The SATAN computer code is the first code in the

18 series for the analysis. The SATAN computer code

19 calculates core thermal hydraulics during blowdown. It

20 only calculates the' reactor coolant system behavior during

21 blowdown.

22 To do that for the refill and reflood phase we'

23 need a new computer code. That computer code is called

f') 24 WREFLOOD code. So SATAN calculates thermal hydraulic>

s_-

25 conditions during blowdown, WREFLOOD calculates those

-= - - - - - - - - _ . - - - ..- - .- - - - - - - - - - , , - - . - - - - - . - - . - . -
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1 conditions during refill and reflood.

2 WREFLOOD does that by getting information

~ irectly from the SATAN computer code.d3

O 4 The WREFLOOD computer code runs interactively.

5 By that I mean in a time step-by-time step basis with the

6 COCO computer code. The COCO calculates the containment

7 pressure which is needed by the WREFLOOD code to calculate

8 the core flooding rate.

9 At this point, I would like to point cut that

10 WREFLOOD calculates the core flooding rate. The BART code

11 does not calculate the core flooding rate.

12 The LOCTA computer code is used to calculate the

13 fuel rod heatup transient. LOCTA is used both during the

) 14 blowdown phase and the refill and reflood phases. It does

15 that by getting information, namely boundary conditions,

16 from the other computer codes that make up the approved

17 evaluation model.

18 The LOCTA computer code calculates fuel clad

19 swelling. It considers bursts in the associated blockage

20 that may on occur d'uring a large break loss of coolant

21 analysis.

22 LOCTA calcul*ates the peak clad temperature on

23 the hottest rod in the core. A recent addition to the

() 24 approved Westinghouse evaluation model is the BART

25 computer code.
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,

1 BART is a computer code that calculates fluid

2 conditions and heat transfer coefficients for the LOCTA

3 computer code so that it can do its peak clad temperature
I,._\
\# 4 calculation.

5 BART has been verified against the FLECHT test

6 data as required by appendix K and shown to be

7 conservative.

8 Now, if I may summarize, figure 2 shows the

9 computer codes that are utilized for the large rate loss

10 of coolant accident analysis. BART is just one of those

11 computer codes. BART calculates the heat transfer

12 coefficient just during the reflood phase of a large break

13 loss of coolant accident analysis. -

- n)(_ 14 BART does not calculate peak clad temperatures,

15 LOCTA does. BART does not calculate flooding rates,

16 WREFLOOD does.

17 The previous analyses that were performed for

18 Turkey Point's Units 3 and 4 did not use the BART computer

19 code. Those analyses utilized the Westinghouse FLECHT

20 correlation, which 'is programmed in the LOCTA computer

21 code. The Westinghouse FLECHT correlation is an equation

22 that was developed from the FLECHT test data and it was

23 developed to conservatively represent that test data.

('] 24 The Westinghouse FLECHT correlation is an
'uj

25 equation whereas the BART computer code is a computer code.

-. . . _ . - . . _ _ _ . . . _ . .- . .. - -_- - -,
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1 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Parvin, when you say "the

2 previous analyses," would you put a time frame on that?

3 WITNESS PARVIN: The analyses that had been7
U 4 performed for Turkey Point's Units 3 and 4 prior to this

5 analysis with the BkRT computer code.
' 6 JUDGE LEUBKE: I have the impression, from my

7 reading, that the FLECHT was used or done after the BART?

8 You are reversing it.

9 WITNESS PARVIN: In addition to this analysis

10 that was performed with BART, the NRC requested that we do

11 another analysis utilizing the approved evaluation model

12 with the FLECHT correlation. That was also done.

13 So, yes, all the analyses prior to this analysis

() 14 with BART were done with the FLECHT correlation. And in

15 addition, after we did the BART calculation, we did it

16 over again with the FLECHT correlation.

17 JUDGE COLE: The FLECHT correlation is a
'

18 mathematical description of test data.

19 WITNESS PARVIN: That is correct. It is an

20 equation that just-fits the test data and guarantees that

21 the answer will be conservative.

22 JUDGE COLE: Is that being evaluated and updated?

23 WITNESS PARVIN: No. That is part of the

(} 24 approved evaluation model. Westinghouse developed the

25 correlation, submitted it to the NRC. They evaluated it
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1 and agreed with us that it was a conservative

2 representation of the test data.

3 JUDGE LAZO: That FLECHT code, that is rather,

4 that is a fairly old code, is it not?

5 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes. FLECHT has been used for

6 a number of years. I am not sure of the exact number.

7 JUDGE LAZO: FLECHT is Full Length Emergency
4

8 Cooling Heat Transfer?
.

9 WITNESS PARVIN: Full Length Emergency Core Heat

10 Transfer.

11 JUDGE COLE: Is it really considered a code or

12 just a mathematical equation?

'

13 WITNESS PARVIN: It is just a mathematical

14 equation. This is programmed into the LOCTA code. That

15 specifically is the difference between BART, which is a

16 computer code, which uses mechanistic equations to predict

17 test data. They have -- both the correlation and the BART

I 18 computer code have been compared to the FLECHT test data

19 as required by appendix K and shown to be conservative.
~

20 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you.

21 WITNESS PARVIN: So this approved Westinghouse

22 appendix K evaluation model was utilized to perform the

23 analysis for Turkey Point 3 and 4.

() 24 During the large break loss of coolant accident

25 analysis, a core with either all LOPAR fuel or optimized

.

- - . - e v ,- r w - e- , - - , , - , - --n-,, - ~ - - , - - - - - . . . , . . , , , _ , , , - - , - - - , , - - , - - - - , , , - - - - - . . , - - . - - +
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1 fuel must be assumed. It does not have the capability to

2 model a mixture of fuel. That is handled with a

g 3 Westinghouse evaluation, which I will discuss next.
(G

,

4 During the transition core period, there can be,

5 there is a transition from the all LOPAR fuel design to
~

6 the all optimized fuel design. So there will be a period

7 when there is a mixture of the two fuel designs in the

8 core.
.

9 The methodology that I discussed earlier is

10 applicable to a core full of all one type or all of the

11 other type. The way the mixture is handled is, an

12 evaluation is performed to see if there is any mechanisms

13 that can affect the peak clad temperature. .

rr
( 14 What was discovered is that during the refill or

15 during the reflood phase, there is a mechanism that can

16 slightly affect the peak clad temperature. I am trying to

17 show a transition core reflooding phase here on figure 3.

18 What we have is a liquid level in the core which

19 is shown with point A. And we have, as I mentioned before,

20 water flooding the' core at the bottom. That is called the
f

21 core inlet velocity or the flooding rate. And that is

22 calculated -- and that -- excuse me. And this rate that,

23 water level is progressing up through the core is a

() 24 function of this inlet velocity, or flooding rate minus

25 the steam that is being produced and the water that is~
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1 being entrained and carried out through the core and out

2 the hot leg shown here at point D.

3 Because of the nature of the large break loss of(')
~' 4 coolant accident,' the core pressure drop or pressure

5 difference has to be approximately the same. Pressure

'
6 difference between point B and point A is going to be

7 approximately the same.

8- Because we can have two fuel assemblies in here
.

9 that are different; it may be an easier flow path for some

10 of the steam flowing up through one fuel assembly to cross
,

11 over into the other fuel assembly as I am showing here at

12 point E. Westinghouse has done a full-size fuel assembly

13 test to determine what the hydraulic resistance is for the
.

(_) 14 two, these two types of fuel assemblies.

15 The result of that test showed that the

16 optimized fuel assembly has a hydraulic resistance which

17 is 4.5 percent higher than the LOPAR fuel assembly.

18 That 4.5 percent difference in hydraulic

19 resistance can cause the steam flowing up through the

20 optimized fuel asse'mbly to cross over into the LOPAR fuel

21 assembly which may affect the large break peak clad

22 temperature.

23 So what Westinghouse does is, they have

() 24 performed an evaluation to determine what that effect is.

25 That evaluation looked at, that evaluation looked at the

-_ -- __ _____ -
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1 ' sensitivity of the peak clad temperature to a reduction in

2 the steam ficw through the fuel assembly.'

3 What they did was, they reduced the steam flow-

'

4 through the full assembly by 5 percent and looked at what

5 effect on the peak clad temperature was.
.

6 That sensitivity study has been performed on a

7 three loop plant very similar to the Turkey Point's 3 and

8 4 design, and it showed that a 5 percent decrease in the
,

.

9 steam flow velocity will result in no more than 19 degrees

10 Fahrenheit change in the large break LOCA peak clad

11 temperature.
.

- 12 We can utilize that to determine what the effect

13 is on the Turkey Point analysis. We can take that 4.5-

/^
' 14 percent difference in hydraulic resistance and with basic

15 engineering equations convert that very conservatively to

16 a 2.2 percent reduction in steam flow velocity.

17 Using that 5 percent sensitivity study, we can

18 convert the Turkey Point 2.2 percent reduction into no

19 more than a 10 degree effect on the peak clad temperature.

20 That is a' reduction in steam flow velocity that

21 shouldn't be confused with the flooding rate, which is the

22 velocity that the water is entering the bottom of the core.

23 JUDGE COLE: Before you get too far from that

() 24 point, you referred to a 5 percent sensitivity study. How

25 was that conducted? Was that actual physical experiments

.
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1 or was that a mathematical exercise?

2 WITNESS PARVIN: A mathematical exercise.

3 JUDGE COLE: Did you make any calculations as to,,_
V 4 what the -- or estimates of the steam flow difference that

5 is associated with a 4.5 percent hydraulic resistance

6 difference?

7 WITNESS PARVIN: That was a mathematical
'

8 calculation. Namely, an engineering equation which
.

9 relates the difference in the hydraulic resistance and the

10 core pressure drop and the steam flow velocity was done

11 which converted the 4.5 percent into the 2.2 percent

12 reduction in steam flow velocity. It is just a version of

13 the energy equation which assumes that all the energy is
p(,) 14 converted into moving the steam from one fuel assembly to

15 the other, which is a conservative way of doing it.

16 Basically you are assuming that there is one

17 optimized fuel assembly there surrounded by all LOPAR fuel

18 assemblies.

! 19 JUDGE LEUBKE: This less than 10 degree

20 Fahrenheit increase, is it a rounded off number? In other

21 words, you would actually calculate something like 7 or 87

22 WITNESS PARVIN: That is correct.
i

! 23 JUDGE COLE: I thought he said 19 though.
!

l (~') 24 WITNESS PARVIN: The Turkey Point evaluation is
-

25 for 2.2 percent reduction. That is a specific reduction

f

!

!

!

_
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1 calculated for these two fuel designs. The 2.2 percent

2 converts to no more than 10 degrees.

'
3 JUDGE LAZO: And the 19 degrees was for a 5

O
4 percent reduction. ,

,
,

5 WITNESS PARVIN: That is correct.
'i *

6 JUDGE COLE: I guess I don't want to leave this

7 point until I am sure I understand it. There is a

8 difference in the hydraulic flow resistance of one fuel
'

.

9 element as compared to another fuel element. When we mix

10 them together we are going to get some differences in flow

11 patterns.

12 Knowing what the hydraulic resistance[
13 , characteri,stics are of each of the elements. it seems to*

'( 14 me it is not too sophisticated a problem to make some

15 calculations and predictions as to what the flow

16 differences would be.

17 Did you in fact do that?

18 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes, that is how we got the 2.2

19 percent reduction in steam flow for a mixture of those two

'
20 fuel designs.

21 JUDGE COLE: If you did it that way and did it

22 with the actual flow resistance, which is 4.5 percent

23 difference in flow resistance, why didn't we use that

'() 24 number? Why did you go to a 5 percent sensitivity? Was

25 that just a conservatism or what is the 5 percent?

i

i

I
L
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;

1 WITNESS PARVIN: The 5 percent tells me what

2 effect I have of reducing the steam flow velocity through
;

3 the hottest fuel assembly which we are analyzing for the
I f')v 4 large break LOCA analysis.
!

5 It tells me how that reduction in steam flow
4

6 velocity will affect my peak clad temperature.+

7 JUDGE COLE: What is the relationship between,

!

8 the 5 percent reduction in steam flow velocity and a 4.5
1

' 9 percent flow. resistance difference? Are they related?

|
10 WITNESS PARVIN: No. Let me try to explain it

11 again. There is a sensitivity study which gives me a

12 ground rule that I can use to convert reductions in steam

{ 13 flow velocity to effects on peak clad temperature.
.

- () 14 That sensitivity study told me that for a 5

I 15 percent reduction in steam flow velocity, I will see no

16 more than a 19 degree Fahrenheit effect on peak clad

- 17 temperature. That is a generic sensitivity study.
,

; 18 I have a plant specific case here. I have

19 Turkey Point, which can have varying mixtures of LOPAR and

20 optimized fuel assembly.'

21 What I have done is I have taken the worst

| 22 configuration, utilized the difference in the hydraulic
:

23 resistance between the two fuel assembly types and
,

24 converted that into a plant specific reduction in steam

; 25 flow velocity which was 2.2 percent. The 4.5 percent

i

+

(
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1 hydraulic resistance, those were the 2.2 percent reduction

2 in steam flow.

- x 3 JUDGE COLE: That worst case was an OFA fuel
,

4 elenent surrounded by the LOPAR fuel.

5 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.

6 JUDGE COLE: That is where you get the 2.2

7 percent?

8 WITNESS PARVIN: That is correct.

'
9 JUDGE COLE: Okay. Thank you.

10 WITNESS PARVIN: Okay.

11 So summarizing, I have shown the -- I have

12 briefly discussed the three phases of the large break loss)

i

13 of coolant accidents analysis. I have shown the computer
,

7s,

' 14 codes, th'e series of computer codes which make up the

15 Westinghouse appendix K approved evaluation model. Then I;

16 have discussed the evaluation as performed to consider the,

17 effect of transition cores on the large break LOCA peak'

18 clad temperature.

19 The approved Westinghouse appendix K evaluation

20 model that I discus' sed earlier was utilized to do a
!

21 calculation for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. As I stated

22 in my affidavit, the peak clad temperature of 1,972

23 degrees was calculated. If you add this 10 degree effect

()'

24 due to the transition core, you get 1,982 degrees, which

25 is well below the NRC regulation limit of 2200 degrees.

.
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1 I also mentioned earlier, in addition, we were

!
2 asked by the NRC to do the calculation with the previously

3 approved Westinghouse appendix K evaluation model which-

4 utilized the Westinghouse FLECHT correlation instead of

5 the BART computer code.
'

6 When that analysis was done, a peak clad

7 temperature was calculated of 2,130 degrees. Again,

8 adding the 10 degree transition core effect which is
.

9 equally applicable, the peak clad temperatures still fell

10 below the 2200 degree Fahrenheit limit.

11 JUDGE COLE: How did you calculate this 10

12 degree transition core effect?

13 WITNESS PARVIN: The 10 degree transition core
,

14 effect was calculated using the 5 percent sensitivity
.

! 15 study and the 2.2 percent reduction in steam flow velocity
!

16 that is specific for this plant.

17 JUDGE COLE: I guess I am still hung up on the 5

18 percent sensitivity. Tell me what that is.

19 WITNESS PARVIN: The 5 percent sensitivity took

20 the large break los's of coolant accident analysis computer

l 21 codes and reduced the steam flow velocity by 5 percent.

22 JUDGE COLE: How do we know that that 5 percent,

!

23 reduction is anything as,sociated with the actual

() 24 difference in hydraulic resistance between the two?

! 25 WITNESS PARVIN: The 5 percent reduction is a

|

i

|
'
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1 reduction in steam flow velocity, which is the important

2 effect for transition cores. We determined that the only

3 mechanism which could impact the peak clad temperature was

O 4 reduction in the stream flow velocity during the reflood

5 phase of the accident analysis.

6 JUDGE COLE: All right.

7 Now, how do we know or how do you know that the

8 5 percent difference in steam flow is the result of the
.

9 hydraulic differences?

10 WITNESS PARVIN: The hydraulic resistance

11 difference can be converted into a reduction in steam flow

12 velocity by doing a calculation. .

13 JUDGE COLE: Did you do that calculation?

) 14 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.

15 JUDGE COLE: That was associated with the actual?

16 WITNESS PARVIN: With the actual. |

17 JUDGE COLE: What was the result of that

18 calculation?

19 WITNESS PARVIN: The calculation showed that an

20 actual 4.5 percent-difference in hydraulic resistance is

21 equal to a 2.2 percent reduction in steam flow velocity.

22 In other words, if I have a 4.5 percent difference in

23 hydraulic resistance, my calculation will tell me that 2.2

() 24 percent of my steam flow going up through the optimized

25 fuel assembly will cross over into the LOPAR fuel assembly
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1 because my overall core pressure difference has to be

2 approximately the same.

3 JUDGE COLE: If I wanted something to compare_,

4 with the 5 percent, I compare that with the 2.2 which you

5 actually calculated?

6 WITNESS PARVIN: Correct.

7 JUDGE COLE: Thank you.

8 JUDGE LEUBKE: All of this has to do with the
.

9 geometry of the flow paths through these fuel elements?

10 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.

11 JUDGE LEUBKE: Being different?

12 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes. We are saying that when

13 you have a small difference in hydraulic resistance, we

(). 14 convert that into an effect on peak clad temperature.

15 JUDGE LAZO: When you are talking about a

16 transition core, are you referring to 1/3 optimized fuel

17 assembly or 2/3 or both?

18 WITNESS PARVIN: Both. What I have done is I

19 have taken the worst case configuration, which is not

20 necessarily a reali'stic case, but it is certainly a

21 conservative case.

22 JUDGE LAZO: Is the worst case just one fuel

23 assembly?

() 24 WITNESS PARVIN: Correct.

25 JUDGE COLE: It is the worst case with respect
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1 to the effect on that one fuel assembly.

2 WITNESS PARVIN: That is correct, which is what

g~s 3 I am looking for, a conservative estimate of my effect on
b

4 peak clad temperature.

5 JUDGE COLE: You are confident that that would
'

6 more than bound anything that would happen in an actual

7 fuel transition situation?

8 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.
.

9 (Board confers.)

10 WITNESS PARVIN: Flnally, as mentioned earlier,

11 my understanding is that large break LOCA analysis

12 performed with the approved evaluation model with BART has

13 been redone and there is a new peak clad temperature

14 calculated of 2,051 degrees. That 10 degree cross

15 transition core effect is also applicable.

16 The result will still be below the 10 CFR 50

17 Part 46 limit of 2200 degrees Fahrenheit.

18 JUDGE COLE: 2200 degrees?

19 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.

20 JUDGE COL'E: Mr. Parvin, figure 2, it has some

21 dash lines on there. What is the significance of the

22 dashes as compared to the solid lines?

23 WITNESS PARVIN: This dash line means that the

() 24 information that the BART computer code needs to

25 initialize this calculation is input by the analyst based
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4

1 on information calculated by the LOCTA computer code.
*

2 This solid line means that it is directly read by the

3 computer code. So the solid line is computer tape which,

4 for example, the WREFLOOD code is reading from the SATAN

5 computer code results.

; 6 The dash line means that it is input that the

7 analyst has to formulate based on the previous calculation.#

8 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.
.

9 JUDGE LAZO: Does that conclude your background

10 statement?

! 11 WITNESS PARVIN: Yes.

12 MR. COLL: It might be helpful at this point if

| 13 I would just,ask Mr. Young a couple of questi6ns about
,

14 this most recent update in the temperatures.

' 15 JUDGE LAZO: Does Mr. Young also have a

16 background statement?

17 MR. COLL: No, he does not.

18 BY MR. COLL:

19 O Mr. Young, could you explain for the Board the

20 nature of the revis' ion which was made in the procedures to

21 transmit data to the BART code using figure 2 which,

;

22 resulted in the revision to the temperature now to 2,051

23 degrees.

()'

24 A (Witness Young) If I could refer your attention

25 to figure 2, as was previously mentioned, there is data

4

n ,--~-.,..-,~.n -,,,..-am,, -,-..,nn. -.<---..s-- , . - - . , - - . - , - . ,.en-- -c.n..-,, ,,,-.,--w a ,n ~ - . ,e , ,.,,.,-----,e, ,,+
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1 transfer from the WREFLOOD code to the BART code as part

2 of the analysis. The BART code requires from the WREFLOOD

3 code two quantities: the core inlet flow rate and the

4 fluid inlet enthalpy.

5 The procedure calls for generating a table of
f

6 input values of core inlet flow and fluid inlet enthalpy

7 from WREFLOOD for input into the BART code. The procedure

8 calls for. generating a table of about 20 points. This

9 procedure was checked out in the following way:

10 The series of codes you see here, WREFLOOD and

11 BART, were used to predict an experiment which we call

12 gravity reflood experiment, which simulates the major*

13 components of a PWR. The WREFLOOD code was used to_

'd 14 predict the flooding rate from that experiment and the

15 BART code was used to predict the heat transfer

16 coefficient and the clad temperature.

17 The procedure which was followed in that

18 analysis was the same as the procedure which has been

19 followed in PWR analyses. A comparison of the prediction
~

20 of that set of computer codes showed that there were

21 several hundreds of degrees of conservatism contained in,

;. 22 this type of calculation when compared to that test.

j 23 Subsequent to that analysis and that check out

() 24 of a procedure, several PWR analyses were performed,
l

j 25 including the one for Turkey Point units. It was

i

i

L
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1 subsequently discovered that the input table of 20 points

2 would lead to inaccuracies in the integral of the flooding

3 rate or the integral of the inlet flow rate calculated bygS
'

4 the WREFLOOD code and read in by the BART code.

5 Another way of looking at this integral is, if

6 we refer to figure 3, the integral is essentially the

7 total amount of water injected into the core or the level

8 which the water would reach if there were to be no boiling

9 and no entrainment in the core.

10 A check of the integral calculated by the

11 WREFLOOD code and the integral calculated by the BART-code

12 showed that the levels calculated by each code were in

13 disagreement.

) ~

This led to the variation then in the calculated14,'

15 peak clad temperature.

16 The procedure has subsequently been revised toi

17 provide a more detailed table from WREFLOOD to BART. And

18 more important, to also check the integrals calculated by

19 WREFLOOD and by the BART code.

20 If these ' integrals are not exact, if there is

| 21 not very close agreement between the two integrals, then
1

22 the core inlet flow rate is adjusted so that there is

23 agreement.

() 24 In other words, the integral of flow calculated

25 to be injected by WREFLOOD is exactly what BART, the BART
4

(
I

I

i
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1 code will see now. It will be no more and no less.

2 Thus the original procedure which led to some

3 variation in this level as read by the BART code has now,. ,

v
4 been removed by the modified procedure.

5 JUDGE COLE: Sir, your position now is that you

'
6 are more accurately characterizing the input into the BART

7 code?

8 WITNESS YOUNG: That is right.
.

9 JUDGE COLE: By introducing more data points?
.

10 WITNESS YOUNG: Essentially providing a much

11 more detailed table.

12 JUDGE COLE: Okay.
.

13 Now, a,more detailed table.- You indicated that

14 there were 20 data entrance points initially?

15 WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct. The procedure

16 allows for as many as 50 now. But the key point here is

17 is not so much the exact shape of the inlet flow but a

18 check of the integral of that value. It is really the

19 integral that affects the heat transfer for the first few

20 seconds of the tran'sient. That check is made and, if

21 necessary, the inlet flooding rate input into BART is

| 22 adjusted so that that integral is matched.

23 JUDGE COLE: How was it determined that there

() 24 was an error in this or a discrepancy?

25 WITNESS YOUNG: Subsequent analyses of PWRs

_ .. , _. , - - - - . - - - . . - - - - , . - . _ - , . . . - . . . . . - -. - . . - . --
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1 showed an unexpected variation in the clad temperature

2 prediction that was not seen in earlier calculations of

3 PWRs. This variation was on the order of, in some

4 instances, very minor and, in other instances, the

5 variation led to variations of about 100 degrees.

'

6 That variation essentially was traced back to

7 variations in the level which the BART code was reading or

8 calculating. Subsequent to that, all other calculations
.

9 using BART were checked.

10 JUDGE LEUBKE: When you use the word PWRs, you

11 mean you are doing these calculations for other specific

12 plants to find these variations?

13 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes.

14 JUDGE LEUBKE: It is not a generic PWR7

15 WITNESS YOUNG: No, these are are specific

16 analyses.,

17 JUDGE COLE: So there was a discrepancy. How do
i

18 you know which one is right?

19 WITNESS YOUNG: Which one --
i

20 JUDGE COLE: You found a discrepancy between

| 21 what was predicted under BART.
|

| 22 WITNESS YOUNG: The approved model essentially

23 provided for a transfer. Let me put it this way: The
i

(( ) 24 WREFLOOD code calculates the inlet flooding rate. BART
I

25 reads that flooding rate so that it can calculate the heat
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1 transfer coefficient. The correct procedure calls for an

,
2 exact transfer of the information from WREFLOOD to BART.

3 That is the correct procedure, to insure that the reading

4' of the inlet flow from the BART code is essentially

5 exactly as calculated by the WREFLOOD code.
,

6 JUDGE COLE: And your modification of it will

7 p'ermit that to occur in your view?

8 . WITNESS YOUNG: The modified procedure now

9 guarantees that there is an exact match between what this

10 code calculates and what this code reads from my
.

11 calculation.

12 JUDGE COLE: All right.
!

; 13 JUDGE LEUBKE: Are you near the end of your

14 presentation?

| 15 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir.

16 JUDGE LEUBKE: I have a question that involves

17 the number that you got.'as an answer in the old

18 calculation, you had 1972 degrees, the four figures. The

; 19 new calculation you have 2051 degrees F, if I understood,

!
~

20 you correctly.- I am a little bit puzzled how you can

21 report these things to four significant figures when you

| 22 are bouncing around the calculating method.

23 Woulb it not be appropriate to round these

()- 24 numbers off and if you get a number like 2,051 call it

25 2100_and if you get 1972 call it 2,0007

>
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1 WITNESS YOUNG: Generally, we, I believe, round

2 figures off to the nearest 10 degrees. That is a

- 3 requirement by the NRC. The computer codes provide these

4 types of numbers.

5 JUDGE LEUBKE: My question then is, do you even

6 believe it is three significant figures?

7 WITNESS YOUNG: The calculations, I have to

8 point out, are upper bounds to this type of transient.
.

9 They represent the maximum expected peak clad temperature

10 and not to in any way imply that that is a realistic

11 prediction.

12 JUDGE LEUBKE: Another way to state it then, it

13 is plus' zero and minus something? In other words, you
(~)
(/ 14 haven't discussed the answer, because many times

15 calculating results are expressed with plus 5 percent and

16 minus 3 percent or some such --

17 WITNESS YOUNG: That is right. This is an upper

18 bound. If we were speaking of realistic calculations,

19 then, yes, we would have to put bounds on the evaluation.

20 JUDGE LEU'BKE: The question then follows, all of

21 this is measured with respect to an appendix A number,

! 22 2200 degrees F. And what is the understanding of that

23 number? Is that also an upper bound or does that have a

|.(m) 24 safety factor? If you calculated an answer which was 2199

25 degrees F, would that be viewed still as acceptable?

I
r

.
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1 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. That would be viewed as

2 acceptable because the 2200 degree limit is an upper bound.

3 Realistic estimate of these transients lies in the area ofO
4 1200 to 1400 degrees F. This 2200 is the true safety

5 margin contained in these calculations.

6 JUDGE LEUBKE: And there is a number higher than

7 2200 degrees F where you get actual swelling and failure

8 or things which are considered unacceptable deterioration

9 of the fuel?

10 WITNESS YOUNG: Unacceptable damage to the core

11- geometry, yes. We do have clad swelling and flow blockage

12 models in these calculations .

13 JUDGE LEUBKE: Can you give me a feel? Are we '

14 talking about a 100 degree margin above 2200 or a 200

15 degree margin, 24007

16 WITNESS YOUNG: Before what happens?

17 JUDGE LEUBKE: Unacceptable damage.

18 WITNESS YOUNG: Roughly speaking, the clad

19 becomes embrittled in the area of 25- to 2700 degrees F

20 and the remaining fuel remains solid up in the area of

21 4000 degrees F.

22 JUDGE LEUBKE: So that is it correct that if

23 people speak or think about reduction in safety margin, it

() 24 isn't necessarily to be thought of as with respect to 2200

25 degrees F. It should be thought of with respect to these
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1 larger numbers you just mentioned?

2 WITNESS YOUNG: Safety margin with respect to

3 possible core damage, yes.

O. 4 JUDGE LEUBKE: Otherwise you are only speaking

5 with respect to a number that somebody put in appendix K.

6 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. That is correct.
'

7 MR. COLL: Unless the Board has some direct

8 questions, I just have some direct questions to take him

. 9 through.some of the other questions that are outstanding.
;

10 Then we will conclude.

i 11 What I would like to do at this time is have the

12 witnesses respectively, within their areas of expertise,

l 13 pursuant to questions directed by me, respond to the

O
;

%,, 14 statements and assertions in the affidavits which were

15 filed by the Intervenors,.taking first the Intervenor's

16 affidavit, Joette Lorion, turning to page 4.

17 And for the benefit of counsel, I am just simply
4

18 handing the witnesses a copy of the affidavits so that
,

i
~

19 they can track the language. Scme of this language is,

20 lengthy. '

l 21 MR. HODDER: Why don't you give us a copy?

22 MR. COLL: Since it is your affidavit, I would

23 assume you have it.

/'T -24 MR. HODDER: I didn't know you were going toV
25 spring it on me. I don't have it in front of me. Thanks

f

h

!
,
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1 for the courtesy.
,

2 MR. COLL: We are not springing anything on

3 anyone. The Board asked us to address the questions

4 raised by these affidavits. That is all that I am doing.

5 I would assume that Mr. Hodder would have the

6 affidavit with him since the Board ordered --

7 MR. HODDER: My question was purely mechanical,:

i 8 requesting a courtesy which you declined to grant. So
.

9 let's go on.

10 MR. COLL: My statement is, I don't have an

11 extra copy.

12 MR. HODDER: Thank you. That was a correct

13 answer. That is all you needed to say in the first;

(
,

14 instance.
,

15 JUDGE LAZO: I think it might be appropriate to,

16 take a brief mid-morning recess and let everyone get their

i

17 papers together. Shall we say 15 minutes, please.

18 (Recess.)
3

19 JUDGE LAZO: Would the hearing come to order,
i

'

20 please.

21 Mr. Coll?
|

22 MR. COLL: I have given the witnesses a copy of

23 the affidavit of Joette Lorion, dated September 4, 1984,
.

() 24 and I ask the witnesses to turn to page 4.

25 At the bottom of the page there are six lettered
i
3

,

l

|
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1 subparagraphs which are prefaced by the statement, "Some

2 of the uncertainties contained in the BART SER are:"

3 First subparagraph A, "that the small break LOCA

.Os
4 analysis did not give much weight to the mixed fuel core."

5 BY MR. COLL:

'

6 O Mr. Young, would you address that statement for

7 the Board and advise the Board whether it is correct or

8 not. Provide any comments.
.

9 A (Witness Young) The BART code, as you saw in

10 the presentation, is used only for large break analysis,

11 And the effect of the mixed fuel core is taken into

12 account. The small break analysis is performed with a

13 different set of computer codes.,
,

14 O Turning to the next statement, subparagraph B,

15 which reads, "BART does not have a gap heat transfer model

16 or cladding, swelling model as required by appendix K."

17 Mr. Young, could you address that statement?

18 A (Witness Young) If you will refer to figure 2,

19 as you can see, BART is designed to calculate the heat

20 transfer coefficien't and fluid conditions. The LOCTA code

21 is specifically designed to calculate the detailed fuel

22 rod response, including clad swelling and fuel rupture.

23 So the combination of codes, BART and LOCTA, does apply

() 24 with the requirements of appendix K.

25 O Subparagraph C states, "BART was accepted

,
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1 without a grid spacer model because it was still being

2 reviewed by the NRC Staff."

3 Could you please explain for the Board whether
s.

'/ 4 that statement is correct and if i+. is, what is the(

5 significance of the statement?

6 A (Witness Young) That statement is correct.

7 BART was accepted without a grid spacer model, but the

8 uncertainty, if any, associated with that is only in the

9 beneficial effect that would be calculated with a grid-

10 spacer model.

11 In other words, ignoring the grid spacer for

12 heat transfer effects is a conservative treatment.

. 13 JUDGE LEUBKE: Another way of saying it is, if
,

(~J)
14 you had the model and used it, you would expect the lower

%

15 temperature?

16 WITNESS YOUNG: You would expect improved
~

17 results, yes.

18 JUDGE COLE: While we are on that item C, you

19 say it is conservative because considering it would

20 provide additional , heat transfer which would be by

21 definition conservative.

22 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. The grid spacer enhances

23 the heat transfer.

- 24 JUDGE COLE: What about the hydraulic

25 obstruction that might be occasioned by the physical
|
! 4

!

!

!
,
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i 1 presence of the grid spacer? Has that been taken into

2 account?

3 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. It has been taken into

4 account through the 10 degree penalty that was discussed.

5 JUDGE COLE: Could you elaborate a little bit

6 more on that? How was it taken into account?
I
! 7 WITNESS YOUNG: Well, as was previously

8 discussed, the OFA fuel assembly has a slightly higher
.

resistance than a standard fuel assembly. The effect of9

i 10 that higher resistance is to reduce slightly the steam

11 flow through the assembly, through the OFA fuel assembly.

12 That reduction in steam flow has been assessed

13 and found to produce a 10 degree maximum penalty in the
,

14 clad temperature. That is the hydraulic effect alone of

15 the grid spacer.

16 In that analysis there is no credit taken for

: 17 any beneficial effects that the grid spacer might have on

18 the heat transfer.

19 JUDGE COLE: Are you saying, sir, that in the

20 estimation of the hydraulic resistance, the grid spacer

21 was taken into account in determining the 4.5 percent

22 difference in hydraulic resistance?

23 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes.

() 24 BY MR. COLL:

25 O So what you are saying is the BART model does
.

t
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1 a'ccount for the reduction in steam flow in connection with

2 the penalty assigned that, but does not take credit for

3 any benefit from increased heat transfer due to the spacer?

.O'

4 .A (Witness Young) That is correct.

5 JUDGE COLE: So when the statement was made that

6 no account was taken of the effect of the grid spacer,

7 that is not technically true then with respect to the

8 estimation of the hydraulic effect?

' 9 WITNESS YOUNG: That is right.

10 BY MR. COLL:

11 O And that analysis, taking account of the penalty

12 and taking no credit for the benefit, gives you

13 conservative results; is that correct?

() 14 A (Witness Young) That is correct, yes.

15 O Turning to subparagraph D, "Only one single test

16 was performed in the BART topical as a basis for parameter
,

|

L 17 assessment."

18 Could you address that statement, Mr. Young?
:

19 A (Witness Young) There are two parameters in

L 20 BART which were assessed to determine their effect on the

21 calculated peak clad temperature. These calculations were

; 22 compared to a single test in order to determine how
!

23 significant the effect of variation in these parameters

pJ 24 was, relative to the test data.

25 However, I should point out that BART'was

,

i.
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1 verified and shown to be conservative against a data base

- 2 of 19' tests and a total set of data of 72 data points. So
.

3 the statement that the parameters were assessed based on

4 only one test is not accurate.

5 JUDGE LEUBKE: Are these full scale flow tests
'

6 you are speaking of?

7 WITNESS YOUNG: These are full length heat

8 transfer tests. They are essentially the FLECHT data base
.

9 that we referred to earlier.

10 BY MR. COLL:
i

11 Q Turning to subparagraph E which reads, "The

12 assumption of constant pressure made in BART may preclude.

13 consideration of the oscillating anti-gravity reflood,

O 14 phenomena."

15 Let me ask you, do you understand that statement

16 as it is written?

17 A (Witness Young) No, I do not understand the
i

18 term " anti-gravity." However, oscillating gravity reflood

19 phenomena, I do understand.

20 0 If you ch'anged the word " anti-gravity" to
|

21 " gravity," could you then describe for the Board whether

22 that statement is correct?

23 A (Witness Young) The reflood transient, as was

() 24 described by Mr. Parvin, occurs during a time when the

25 pressure in the system and in the containment is varying

. - - _ . _ . _ . _ . , - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ . . . . _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . _ . _ _ _ -
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1 only slowly and only by a few PSI. Now, one must take

-

2 into account pressure variations if one is to calculate

3 the reflood rate. And the WREFLOOD code does take that

4 into account, however, the assumption of constant pressure

5 is reasonable when one is simply calculating the heat

6 transfer coefficient given the inlet flooding rate. That

7 is what BART does. It does not calculate the flooding

8 rate. It.only calculates the heat transfer as a resul of
.

9 the flooding rate.

10 Q What is the significance of this statement then

11 that the -- this assumption of constant pressure in BART

12 may preclude consideration of this oscillating gravity

13 reflood phenomena? If that is precluded, does that result

O 14 in a more conservative analysis?

15 A (Witness Young) Yes. The WREFLOOD calculation

16 of a flooding rate is a relatively smooth, slowly changing

17 flooding rate which has been shown to be much lower than

18 measured in experiments. The WREFLOOD code, therefore,

19 ignores the beneficial effect of the dynamic reflood

20 process which inclu' des oscillations and improved heat

21 transfer as a result of those oscillations.

22 The assumption of constant pressure made in BART

23 may perhaps preclude BART from use in a dynamic reflood

( 24 situation, but that is not the way the code is being used

25 in this analysis anyway. It is used only in a very
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1 conservative, low, slowly changing flooding rate situation.

2 JUDGE COLE: Looking at figure 1C, the reflood

3 diagram, is an assumption of constant pressure really a

4 bad assumption? Is it a reasonable assumption?

5 WITNESS YOUNG: As I mentioned before, the

| 6 reflood-process occurs after the system has depressurized

7 to near the containment pressure. The system pressure and

8 the containment pressure vary by only a few PSI, perhaps
.

9 four to five. So that the assumption of constant pressure

10 is reasonable during that time.

11 JUDGE COLE: Thank you.4

12 BY MR. COLL:

13 O Turning to.subp'aragraph F which reads, "The

14 FLECHT SEASET data comparisons were from a series of tests

15 conducted on fuel roads in a 17 by 17 assembly and

16 extrapolated to a 15 by 15 assembly."'

17 Could you comment on that?
.

18 A (Witness Young) I presume it is referring to

19 FLECHT SEASET data, and the statement is inaccurate in the

20 sense that the BART' verification data base includes 15 by

21 15 fuel heater rod geometry and 17 by 17 geometry. So no

! 22 extrapolation was involved in the BART code.

23 O Turning to the next page, page 5 --

() 24 JUDGE COLE: Before we leave that item F, you

25 say it includes both Is there any difference between the.

.
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1 two, any significant differences between the data for a 17

2 by 17 assembly and a 15 by 15 assembly?

} 3 WITNESS YOUNG: Tne difference in those two

4 geometries is essentially the rod diameter and the rod

5 pitch. There are small differences in the heat transfer

6 within those two different types of assemblies. That is

7 essentially why the FLECHT program includes both

8 geometries in the data base.

9 BY MR. COLL:

10 0 Turning to the top of the next page of the

11 affidavit on page 5, the statement is made that, "Many

12 more experiments were used to develop the old empirical

-13 carryover rate correlations."

(
14 Could you explain that statement for the Board,

15 Mr. Young?

16 A (Witness Young) This statement is contained in

17 the BART SER and it was referring to the old entrainment

18 correlation which was used in the evaluation model using a

19 FLECHT correlation. A modification to the entrainment

20 correlation in the' evaluation model using the BART code

21 was made.

22 The NRC was requiring that additional

23 confirmatory validation of that correlation be provided.

24 Tnat, in effect, was done and was provided to the NRC last
|

25 August.

I
I

L
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1 Q So the second statement there concerning the

2 additional confirmatory validation of the BART WREFLOOD
.

3 model for reflood rates, less than one inch per second is

O
4 required, which has been referenced in the BART SER has,

5 in fact, been complied with; is that correct?

' 6 A (Witness Young) Yes. I should point out that

7 the request was not just for verification of the

8 entrainment model but for additional verification of BART

9 against experiments which included flow blockages and

10 which included flooding rates less than one inch per

11 second. That was also done and also provided in August of

12 last year.

13 JUDGE LEUBKE: When you say " requests," those
,

(-)s\_ 14 are requests by the Staff, NRC Staff?

15 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes.

16 BY MR. COLL:

17 O Moving down in the affidavit to the next

18 paragraph, there are five lettered subparagraphs which are

19 prefaced with the statement, "Other areas which BART

20 neglects entirely are," subparagraph A, "BART does not

21 address or compute the probability that steam generator

22 tube failure and steam binding could stall the reflood."

23 Mr. Young, can you address that statement,

() 24 please?

25 A (Witness Young) The BART code, as we have
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1 described here, is designed to analyze the large break

2 loss of coolant accident which involves a pipe break and.

3 which falls under the regulations of appendix K. The

4 analysis that we have described does address steam binding,

5 that process which occurs during a reflood transient,

' 6 however, it does not compute the probability that steam

7 generator tube failure had occurred. That is covered by a

8 different. set of regulations.
.

9 Q All right.

10 Subparagraph B states, "BART does not compute

11 the possibility or consequences of gross pressure vessel
i

12 rupture."
|
' 13 Are you aware of whether or not appendix K

14 requires such an analysis?

15 A (Witness Young) Appendix K does not require

16 such an analysis.

17 Q Is it correct then that BART does not --

18 A (Witness Young) BART is not designed to ar r,:?ss

19 this particular transient.

20 Q Subparagr'aph C states, "BART does not take into

( 21 account the aging to the system and components at Turkey

22 Point."

23 Are you aware of whether or not appendix K

() 24 requires that analysis?

25 A (Witness Young) Appendix K does not require

1
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1 that analysis. Therefore, BART is not designed to take

2 that into account.

3 Q Subparagraph D states, "BART has not conducted

4 actual experiments on a mixed transitional fuel core and

5 instead adopts a purely hypothetical percentage for
'

6 thermal hydraulic resistance."

7 Could you comment on that statement?'

8 A (Witness Young) The thermal hydraulic
.

9 resistance which we use in our transition core analysis is

'
10 based on experimental data, full length flow tests using

11 prototypical geometry.

12 The analysis which converts that thermal
.

13 hydraulic res'istance to a steam flow and peak cladding
.

\- 14 temperature penalty is analytical in nature but

15 conservatively bounds the expected effect of that

16 hydraulic resistance.

17 Q Is that analysis contained in the model that is

18 using BART?

19 A (Witness Young) Yes, it is.

20 Q But it is' independent of the BART code itself?

| 21 A (Witness Young) It is independent of the BART

22 code itself. It is an additional penalty assessed to the

23 calculated clad temperature.

() 24 JUDGE LAZO: You are saying that is analytical

25 in nature. Therefore, the statement is correct, that BART

_ _ _
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1 .has not conducted actual experiments on this transitional

2 core?

l
3 MR. HODDER: I object to the process Where one i(}
4 witness is telling the witness What to say here. I don't i

5 want to see it any more in this hearing or I am going to
.

6 file some kind of a written motion.

7 Mr. Parvin is telling the witness What to say.

8 I don't think that is proper procedure in a hearing.
.

9 MR. COLL: May I be heard on that?

10 JUDGE LAZO: Surely.

11 MR. COLL: Previously in preparing for this

12 hearing, we considered whether expert witnesses in

13 different areas of expertise could confer. Based upon my

O 14 advice to these witnesses, procedures in prior proceedings,

15 I had indicated that that was proper. These are two

16 professional experts. I would object to counsel's

17 statements and move that they be stricken. I would ask

18 the Board for leave to permit these witnesses to confer if

19 it is necessary to determine Who is to answer the question.

20 MR. HODDE'R: I would like to be heard on that.

21 I have been before atomic safety and licensing boards

22 since 1973. Every time this has occurred I have objected.

23 My objections have been sustained on the basis of my

() 24 recollection. The reason for the sustaining of that is

25 because this witness is testifying from his independent
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1 knowledge and expertise. This has to be contained solely,

,

2 within his entity.

3 It is Wholly improper for another witness to be

4 whispering in his ear and telling him what to say in

5 response to difficult questions. I object to that. I

i +

; 6 think that the witnesses should be instructed not to coach
i

) 7 each other. '

i

j 8 JUDGE LAZO: I think, Mr. Hodder, in the

9 interest of saving time, these witnesses have been

; 10 presented as a panel of witnesses.
i

11 MR. HODDER: I have no objection to any witness
;

12 testifying as a panel, but this coaching must end. I

'

13 object to it. It is improper. -

,

i 14 JUDGE LAZO: I think we can treat it as joint
i

. 15 answers. You would be entitled to cross-examine either
!
! 16 one of them.

17 MR. HODDER: That is not the point. We are
,

|

18 relying on what this particular witness has in his mind.
i

19 His ability to address a question. If he is told What to

20 say, then the answe'r is not a genuine responsive answer

21 that can be relied upon because he obviously, if he must

| 22 rely on coaching, doesn't possess the ability to respond
i

| 23 to questions intrinsically within himself. Hence,

() 24 coaching is an inappropriate thing in this proceeding.

; 25 MR. COLL: The fact that I am not ---

!

l

'
- _ - . _ _ - _ . _ . _ _ _ , . , _ _ . _ , _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~ . . _ . . _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . ~ -- -
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1 (Board confers.)

2 JUDGE COLE: I guess we don't know whether there

3 was any coaching.

4 MR. HODDER: Well, I saw what I saw.

5 MR. COLL: I can't get a word in. It doesn't

6 mean that I am agreeing with what he says.

7 My witnesses are not coaching each other. They

8 have been instructed by me to consult with each other to

9 determine who is to answer the question within the area of

10 their expertise. That is all.

11 There is nobody whispering in anybody's ear. I

12 represent that to the Board as an officer of the Court.

13 MR. HODDER: I will represent that I saw a

14 witness instructing another witness, apparently what to

15 say in response to a question that was not addressed to

16 him.

17 JUDGE LAZO: We might avoid that problem. If

18 Mr. Parvin wants to answer the question rather than

19 consulting with Mr. Young, perhaps Mr. Parvin should

20 simply answer the q'uestion.

21 MR. HODDER: Mr. Parvin can raise his hand and,

22 offer. I have no objection to that.

23 MR. COLL: No problem.

() 24 JUDGE LAZO: Let's proceed, please.

25 I was asking whether the statement in D was

-.- ., - _ _ _ . - - - _ _ _ - . _ _ , _ - _ _ _ - __ _- .- - - - _ _ _-- ... -, - - __ _.
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1 correct, that BART had not conducted actual experiments on

2 a mixed transitional fuel core. I think you referred to

3 the fact that it was analytical in nature, was the phrase

O 4 I heard.

5 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. That is true. BART -- I

6 don't understand the statement exactly, but BART has not

! 7 conducted actual experiments.

8 However, I would like to point out that

' 9 experiments have been performed to determine the hydraulic

10 resistance of the new fuel assembly. It is just that BART

11 has not conducted those experiments.

12 BY MR. COLL:

13- Q So what you are saying is that it does not adopt

r~s *

*( ) 14 a purely hypothetical percentage for this thermal

15 hydraulic resistance?

16 A (Witness Young) No. The thermal hydraulic

17 resistance is based on experiment.

18 Q Going to subparagraph E which reads, "BART has

19 not analyzed a small" - "BART does not analyze a small

20 pipe break accident- and the oscillating anti-gravity
i

21 reflood phenomena that can stall reflooding."

22 Could you comment on that statement, Mr. Young?

23 A (Witness Young) BART is not designed to analyze

{JT
24 small loss of coolant accidents. The oscillating gravity

25 reflood phenomena, which have been observed in experiments,
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i

i

1 have been shown to produce improved heat transfer during a
i

2 reflood process. The BART code, as was mentioned before,
,

i

3 is a code that calculates the heat transfer coefficientO,

j 4 given the flooding rate. The flooding rate is calculated
|

5 by another code called WREFLOOD.
!

6 So the statement essentially is correct, BART

7 does not analyze a small pipe break accident and it does

8 not analyze oscillating gravity reflood phenomena. That
!

.

9 task is left to the WREFLOOD code.

10 JUDGE LEUBKE: Does it follow that a small pipe,

11 break would result in lower peak clad temperatures in

12 general compared to a large pipe break?
!
' 13 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes.. .

| f'
| \ 14 JUDGE LEUBKE: In all cases?

15 WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. In all cases that we have

16 analyzed, the small break loss of coolant accident is

! 17 significantly --
i

18 JUDGE LEUBKE: That acounts for your emphasis on'

19 the large break?

| 20 WITNESS IOUNG: Yes.

21 BY MR. COLL:

22 O Let me turn now to the affidavit of

i 23 Gordon Edwards. Let me just hand you that. Turn to page

24 6.

25 MR. HODDER: That is Dr. Gordon Edwards.

|

|

|

i

.
- - -
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1 MR. COLL: Mr. Chairman, we intend to have the

2 witnesses address certain of the statements made in the

3 affidavit by Dr. Edwards relating to factual statements
O\ J' 4 made by him as opposed to argument or other parts of his

5 affidavit.

6 On page 6, starting with subparagraph B, which

7 is prefaced by the statement, "The following points should

8 be borne in mind," subparagraph B states,

' 9 "The mathematical analysis performed by the Licensee

10 assumes a homogeneous full core of either LOPAR or OFA

11 fuel. Since the transitional ~ mixed core has not been

12 studied as such, it would be wise to wait until after the

13 transition is complete before translating the results of

() 14 such analysis into licensing changes."

15 BY MR. COLL:

16 Q Mr. Parvin, could you address that statement.

17 A (Witness Parvin) Yes. Previously in my

18 presentation, I discussed the evaluation that was

19 performed for the transitional core period. I believe

20 that this question has been addressed earlier.

21 0 So what you are saying is that an analysis has

22 been done for the transitional mixed core?

23 A (Witness Parvin) Correct.

24 Q That analysis was performed using the evaluation

25 model which has been approved under appendix K7
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1 A (Witness Parvin) That is correct. The

2 evaluation model used under appendix K analyzed the full

3 core of either LOPAR or OFA full assembly and an-

4 evaluation was performed for the transition core period.

5 Q That was figure 3 that you were referring to
.

6 earlier?

7 A (Witness Parvin) Yes.

8 O Next subparagraph C states, "The BART model used

9 in the Licensee's analysis assumes (for purposes of

10 mathematical convenience) that the system pressure is

11 constant. In doing so, a number of phenomena which could

12 significantly increase the cladding temperature have been

13 excluded from consideration, including flow stagnation and
O

~

Moreover, the BART model does notk/ 14 flow oscillation.

15 encompass all possible expected flow patterns, even if the

16 system pressure is relatively constant."

17 Mr. Young, taking the first part of that

18 statement, that is, the first sentence --

19 MR. HODDER: May I be heard? I apologize for

20 interrupting counsil because it is not anything he has

21 done that motivates this objection, but I am going to

22 object to this procedure. This is holding a hearing at a

23 prehearing. This is taking testimony on the issues of

() 24 fact.

25 This was ' convened here today for the Board to

.
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1 obtain didactic testimony from witnesses presented by the

2 utility company on the issues before the Board.

3 It was not organized here for this utility

4 company to go down this list of comments one by one and

5 refute them without us being prepared to cross-examine

6 them from a technical standpoint and without our

7 opportunity to present rebuttal witnesses.

8 This is not the procedure that the Board
.

9 announced in their prehearing conference order. It is not

10 the hearing that we expected. It is not anything that I

11 feel is appropriate for the utility company to be

12 continuing to do here.

13 This is merely an opportunity for the Board to
,

14 pose questions with an opportunity for members, that is,

15 for the parties, to cross-examine within the area of the

16 questions posed by the Board. That is the only reason we

17 are here today.

18 This utility company is seeking to hold a

19 hearing before there is a hearing, a hearing to end;

| 20 hearings. It is an' inappropriate procedure. I object to
i

| 21 it. It is a surprise. I don't think that Mr. Coll should

22 be allowed to continue in this one-by-one,

| 23 cross-them-off-the-list procedure that he is committing.

() 24 MR. COLL: Could I be heard on that?

! 25 JUDGE LAZO: Please proceed.
;

i

!

I

i
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1 MR. COLL: The Board's order scheduling the

2 prehearing conference, entered February 8, 1985, indicated

3
} that the Licensee should be prepared to respond through

4 its experts to the questions and issues raised in the

5 various filings. That is what we are doing.

6 To the extent that these affidavits raise

7 questions and it is a filing by the Intervenors, we are

8 simply responding to these statements which we believe are
.

9 incorrect and which we believe these witnesses are capable

10 of correcting.

11 The Board's subsequent order of March 14

12 provided that to the extent that any additional testimony -

13 or evidence was provided in this process of explaining

14 these questions and issues, that each of the parties would

15 have an opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses and

16 also to rebut any testimony. So I believe that we are, in

17 fact, proceeding in accordance with both of the Board's

18 orders, that counsel's exclamations of surprise are wholly

19 unfounded. And I would request respectfully that we be

20 permitted to procee'd.

21 MR. HODDER: In response to counsel, I maintain

22 my objection. Because again, the format he just described

23 is one where the Board posed questions, not where the

() 24 utility company controlled the proceeding. Presently they

25 control it. I haven't asked my first question. I haven't
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1 had a chance to cross-examine anyone. It hasn't even come

2 to me yet. We don't have voir dire of these witnesses.

3 This counsel for an interested party is presenting a

4 point-by-point rebuttal to everything that is going to be

5 heard in the hearing. I don't think it is fair.

6 I don't think it is fair. I think that the

7 scope of this hearing is limited to questions posed by the

8 Board so that the utility company could respond in a
.

9 didactic fashion, allowing cross-examination, to the

10 extent that the Board raises an issue, by the parties.

11 That is all. Not letting this utility company take charge,

12 control, and raise issues.

13 It is inappropriate and it is not in accordance

14 with the Board's order.

15 JUDGE COLE: I guess I am surprised by your

16 response, Mr. Hodder, because I thought that you had

17 agreed to this procedure before. The Board did list

18 certain areas that we wanted the Applicant to come forward

19 with on the -- in our order of February 8, although in

20 Dr. Edwards' affidavit we really only referred to one item

21 where we needed additional information, that was item 9D

22 in Dr. Edwards' affidavit.

23 I guess the Board will have to discuss this

() 24 recent turn and decide what to do about it.

25 JUDGE LAZO: I would think at this point that we
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1 should probably proceed and let Mr. Coll complete this

2 line of questioning. We certainly do want to be fair with

3 all of the other parties. Why don't you hold -- let's see{}
4 how it goes and let him complete what he is doing and then

5 we will entertain any motions that you may have.
.

6 We want to be sure that you and the Staff have

7 an opportunity to examine these witnesses. If it should

8 turn out that you are going to be unprepared to
.

9 cross-examine them today, we may have to evolve some sort

10 of procedure for you to proceed.

11 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, the Board makes a

12 suggestion that, of course, I am opposed to. I feel that

13 the appropriate remedy here is to limit the presentation

O 14 to the scope of the proceeding as originally outlined.

15 For example, Judge Cole has indicated that one

16 item of Dr. Edwards' affidavit was within the scope of

17 questions. Had the utility company limited themselven to

18 that item, the objection wouldn't have surfaced. It

19 struck me just when we got there what was happening. It

20 prompted the object' ion.

21 JUDGE LAZO: Perhaps we should have stopped that.

22 It is quite clear that the order referred to that one item

23 of Dr. Edwards.

() 24 JUDGE COLE: But in fairness to the Licensee

25 here, we did indicate that they should be prepared to

1

1

-- _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 respond in a didactic manner to questions and issues

2 raised in the various filings. I believe he is responding

3 to questions that were raised in the filing. He isf
\

4 responding to the Board order.

5 MR. HODDER: But you see, he is the initiator,

'

6 when it is the Board that should be the initiator of the

7 questions.

8 Remember, the Board is supposed to control this
.

9 proceeding and its scope, not the utility company. The
'

10 utility company has just now taken over in the last few

11 minutes. That is objectionable. I think it can't be

12 permitted because it constitutes an element of surprise.

13 I .think that it is not

O ,

the purpose for which the -

'

N- 14 prehearing conference, this is not a hearing, it is a

15 prehearing, was called.

16 On the other hand, I don't mind getting these

17 things out. I am torn between the two concepts. But I am

18 going to tell you that if the Board persists in allowing

19 this type of testimony, I will file a motion to strike as

20 being beyond the sc' ope of the Board's order. I don't

21 think that it is fair to let the jury hear the comments

22 when they are inappropriate, if you follow me.

23 Therefore, I maintain my objection of taking

() 24 further testimony beyond the scope of those questions or

25 those questions that may be initiated by the Board. I
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1 think that if we do more than that, it is improper.

2 (Board confers.)
.

/~T ' 3 JUDGE LAZO: We will proceed, Mr. Coll.
V

4 MR. HODDER: I note my objection.

5 JUDGE LAZO: Your objection is noted.
.

6 MR. HODDER: All right, Mr. Chairman.

7 BY MR. COLL:

8 0 ,I read to you subparagraph C on.page 6 of the
.

9 affidavit of Dr. Gordon Edwards. I ask you to please, sir,

10 could you please comment on that statement. You may break

11 it down if you feel it is necessary to do that and address

12 it in separate parts.-

13 A (Witness Young) I believe I addressed the first

O 14 item in paragraph C, which is the assumption of constant

15 pressure in BART. Again, BART reads the flooding rate

16 calculated from another computer code.

17 I should point out that the BART code -- I am

18 addressing now the third item, not encompassing all

19 possible expected flow patterns -- the BART code has been
~

'

20 compared to a large set of data, the FLECHT data, which

21 was designed to investigate the heat transfer in this

22 particular area and was shown to be conservative relative

23 to that data.

( 24 The BART model may not encompass all possible

25 expected flow patterns, but it has been shown as it is to

,

+
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1 be conservative with respect to the FLECHT data.

2 Q Turning to subparagraph D which states, "The

(} 3 BART model does not include a gap heat transfer model or a

4 cladding swelling model, and such phenomena as

5 embrittlement, blistering, hydriding, swelling, bowing,

6 fission gas pressure, and possible reactions which might

7 permanently affect heat. transfer rates are not featured in

.

the tests.(involving electrically heated fuel arrays) that8

9 were used to ascertain the validity of the BART

10 predictions.

11 "Such phenomena, by weakening certain localized
3

12 parts of the fuel cladding, or by causing.undercooling in

13 certain small reg'ons, could' materially affect thei

.O
14 probability of cladding failure (since 'a chain is only as

15 strong as its weakest link').
t

16 "To cope with such important problems simply by

17 assigning a numerical ' penalty' is little more than blind

18 guesswork, reflecting the limitations of analysis."

19 Would you comment on that statement, sir?
'

$ 20 A (Witness Young) The BART co'de calculates the

21 heat transfer coefficient. The LOCTA code which was

22 described in figure 2 calculates the phenomena which lead

23 to clad swelling and flow blockage. These phenomena are

O
,

24 listed here: embrittlement, swelling, bowing, and so on.

25 The flow blockage which results from those

.

+

'l
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1 phenomena is accounted for in the BART code. BART

2 calculates a flow of distribution and flow penalty as a

3 result of the flow blockage as required by appendix K.

4 The heat transfer tests that were used to verify

5 BART did use electrically heated rods, not fuel rods.

6 However, those tests included simulated flow blockages

7 within the assembly so that the heater rod bundles.

8 Therefore, they accounted for the effect of flow blockage
.

9 on the heat transfer. These tests were tests which the

10 NRC required us to confirm by comparison with the BART

11 code.

12 The phenomena listed again in the final two

13 sentences, weakening gertain localized parts of the fuel
,

i
-

14 cladding or by causing undercooling and so on, theses-

15 affect cladding failure. Cladding failure is accounted

16 for in the analysis. The analysis uses data in which

17 cladding was, pressurized cladding was heated and allowed

18 to sdell and burst.

19 So the models which are used to account for flow

20 blockage and clad s' welling are based on data.

21 0 Can you tell us whether the last statement there

22 which asserts that a numerical penalty was simply assessed

23 is correct or whether in fact a calculation is done?

() 24 A (Witness Young) In terms of flow blockage, a

25 calculation is done and a penalty which is calculated to

.
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1 be fairly large is embodied in the calculated peak clad

2 temperature. There is no additional penalty assessed

3 because the effect of flow blockage is calculated in the

4 model itself.

5 JUDGE COLE: Is it fair to call that a penalty
*

6 or is it a result of a calculation?

7 WITNESS YOUNG: The calculation predicts penalty.

8 JUDGE COLE: Or an effect?

9 WITNESS YOUNG: Or an effect which is a penalty

10 in peak clad temperature.

11 JUDGE COLE: There is no additional penalty put

12 on top of that, you actually calculate what the effect

13 would be taking it into account?-

14 WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct.

15 BY MR. COLL:

16 Q Subparagraph E on page 7 states, "According to

17 the" --
1

18 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Coll, just one minute, please.

19 (Board confers.)

20 JUDGE LAZO: Would you proceed, Mr. Coll?

21 MR. COLL: Thank you.

22 BY MR. COLL:

23 Q Subparagraph E states, "According to the

() 24 analysis based on the FLECHT correlation, clad temperature
,

25 could reach 2140 degrees F, just 60 degrees F short of the
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1 limit which is 2200 degrees F. Given the approximate

2 nature of the analysis, it is purely a matter of judgment,

3 political rather than technical in nature, as to whether,3
'"

4 or not this is too close for comfort, especially since it

5 is known that the reflood will be slowed down by the

6 increased hydraulic resistance of the mixed core and that

7 the shutoff rods will :take more time to drop into the core

8 also."

9 Recognizing that you have previously addressed

10 some of the conservatisms in this 2200 degrees, could you

11 comment on that statement?

12 MR. HODDER: I note my running objection as this

13 being beyond the scope of the hearing.
,

p)'t . 14 MS. YOUNG: May I be heard on this also?

15 JUDGE LAZO: Yes.

16 MS. YOUNG: I understand Mr. Hodder's concern

17 and the Staff also shares a concern that this should not

18 become a full-blown hearing. I don't believe that the

19 proceedings as they have proceeded thus far are going

20 beyond the scope of the Board's order.

21 If you look at the Board's February 8 order of

22 this year, it asks the utility to be prepared to respond

23 through its experts to questions and issues raised in

() 24 various filings. They are itemized as four specific

25 concerns but that itemization is prefaced by the statement,
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1 "for example." So I think it is incumbent upon the Board

2 at this point, in response to Mr. Hodder's concern, to

3 inform the parties whether it still has a continuing

4 interest in the. items further indicated on Dr. Edwards'

5 affidavit, if these are the other issues that you

6 considered raised by the filings.-

7 I don't foresee it as surprise. These are

8 questions which have arisen out of its own filing. They

*

9 are not new concerns. Counsel for the utility is not

10 rephrasing them in any way other than they are quoted in

11 the affidavit. I don't see that it is improper to

12 continue through this line of questioning.

13 I think the Board should assure the parties that

() 14 it does have concerns in these areas.

15 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Coll, regarding the listed

16 uncertainties in Dr. Edwards' affidavit, subparagraphs E

17 through K, I think it will not be necessary for you to

18 read those into the record. We all have them in the

19 affidavit. Maybe we could proceed more expeditiously if

20 you just go ahead, one paragraph at a time, just identify

21 the paragraph.

22 MR. COLL: Certainly, sir.

23 BY MR. COLL:

(} 24 Q Referring to subparagraph E, Mr. Young, could

25 you comment on that?
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1 A (Witness Young) As we have previously discussed,

2 the 2200-degree limit was established in the regulations

3 as one which provides substantial margin to situationsg-
'v

4 which could involve possible damage or noncoolability of

5 the core. The other thing I would like to point out in

6 item E is that the analysis itself contains substantial

7 margin and substantial conservatism when compared with a

8 large body of experimental data and analyses evaluating
,

9 the large break loss of coolant accident on a realistic

10 basis, so that there is margin in the 2200 degree limit

11 and margin in the calculation that we use to license the

12 plant.
.

13 The final statements here, I would simply say
rh
(-) 14 that we have accounted for the effect of hydraulic

15 resistance in a transition core and have shown that the

16 effect is local to the new assembly being inserted and

17 that effect is essentially accounted for in the analysis.

18 Q Turning to paragraph F, could you briefly

19 comment on that statement?

20 A (Witness Young) There are uncertainties in

21 these various computer codes. In order to account for

22 these uncertainties, each computer code is required to be

23 conservative relative to a certain body of data. The BART

(G_) 24 code has been shown to be conservative with FLECHT

25 experiments.
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1 WREFLOOD code has been shown to predict

2 conservatively low flooding rates relative to experiments.

r~ 3 What we call gravity reflood experiments simulate the
b) -

4. major components of a PWR the blowdown code has also been

5 shown to be conservative with respect to appropriate data.
.

6 In addition to that, there are many requirements

7 in appendix K which are used to account for uncertainties

8 in these codes. Many sensitivity studies have been
.

9 performed to assure that there are no numerical problems

10 that are essentially referred to here where a code would

11 be calculated to or would calculate an unrealistic number

12 in a random sort of way through numerical error.

13 The verification, for example, for the BART code

14 bounds all the conditions that one would calculate for a

15 PWR. The BART SER requires that the BART code be used

16 within bounds that are defined by the experimental data

17 base.

18 Therefore, the code has been tested within the

19 region which is being applied to in the PWR analysis.

20 O Turning t'o subparagraph G, could you briefly,

21 address the statement here concerning the spikes shown by

22 the BART code?

23 A (Witness Young) The BART code calculates heat

() 24 transfer coefficient and it does so by using realistic

25 models for the various phenomena occurring during this

4

e
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1 type of transient.

2 The spikes referred to here occur when the code .

3 predicts changes in flow regimes calculated to occur as

4 the quench front and water level advance during a reflood

5 transient.

6 The comparison of the predicted clad temperature

7 from the BART code shows that these spikes have very

8 little effect on the predicted clad temperature response.
.

9 The thermal inertia of a fuel rod is such that these

10 spikes have very little effect on the overall response.

11 Whether that -- referring now to the last

12 statement where it is stated that this discontinuity might

13 affect cladding failure, I would like to point out again
(~ .

14 that cladding failure is accounted for in the model. The

15 most important part of that is the failure of several rods

16 in the hot assembly which might lead to flow blockage.

17 In the analysis of that type of phenomenon it is

18 the average temperature in the hot assembly that matters,

19 not the local temperature.

20 JUDGE LEUBKE: May I ask to clarify, are we

21 talking here about two-phase flow -- that is, liquid and

22 maybe bubbles or vapor?

23 WITNESS YOUNG: The flow we are discussing here

() 24 is two-phase flow in which there is superheated steam and

25 a dispersed droplet phase.
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i
'

1 JUDGE LEUBKE: All right.

2 BY MR. COLL:

i 3 O Could you address the statement made in

4 subparagraph H on page 7?
.

5 A (Witness Young) Again, the fact that BART overpredicts

6 the average clad temperature leads not only to higher

7 calculated clad temperatures, heat clad temperatures, but

8 also to a sooner calculated clad failure and flow blockage

9 so that, again, this statement refers to, I believe, the
'

10 fact that we are not accounting for localized clad

11 temperatures and, therefore, not accounting for clad
,

:

12 failure.

13 The fact is that we are accounting for clad

() 14 failure and flow blockage and a conservative treatment of

15 that requires us to overpredict and be conservative in our

16 prediction of the clad temperature.

17 MR. COLL: Mr. Chairman, that would conclude the

18 direct presentation. I would ask that the 8-1/2 by 11

19 copies of Exhibits lA, 1B, 1C, 2 and 3 be marked as

20 Licensee exhibits a.nd bound into the transcript. These

21 are copies of the actual diagrams that were used by the

22 witnesses during their testimony.

23 MS. YOUNG: You are referring to figures lA, 1B --
,

24 MR. COLL: Right. They are marked at the bottom.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Are you suggesting these be

- 1---
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1 numbered as a single exhibit?

2 MR. COLL: It could be marked Licensee's

3 composite exhibit. I think the testimony now is directed()'

4 to each figure as it was identified and when it is bound

5 in the transcript, then it will make a ready reference.

6 JUDGE LAZO: All right. Then we will mark them

7 as Licensee's Composite Exhibit No. 2.

8 (Licensee's Composite Exhibit No. 2

. 9 identified.-)

10 JUDGE LAZO: Are there any objections to the

11 receipt into evidence of Exhibit No. 27

12 MR. HODDER: I have an objection. It goes to

13 voir dire. We have never been afforded an opportunity to

() 14 voir dire these witnesses. I would like to claim the

15 right of that before I begin my cross-examination. I have
I

16 no specific objection to inclusion of the documents in the

| 17 record.

18 JUDGE LAZO: Very well. We will provide you

19 with that opportunity.
|

20 MR. COLLr This concludes our presentation on
1

'

21 contention B, Mr. Chairman.

22 JUDGE LAZO: All right, then. Do you propose to

23 proceed with Mr. Dzenis?
I

|(} 24 MR. COLL: We could do that or we could, if the
!

25 Board has additional questions or the parties have

l
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1 additional questions of these witnesses at this time, in

2 terms of reading the transcript, it might make more sense

3 to go through it at this point.

4 JUDGE LAZO: Why don't we proceed with these
.

5 witnesses.

6 MR. COLL: Could we take a five-minute break

7 here, your Honor?

8 JUDGE LAZO: Yes, surely. Before we do that, I

~ 9 wonder, would this be an appropriate time to take a

10 luncheon break. I sort of thought we would go a little

11 longer and --

12 MR. COLL: That is fine with us. One of my

13 witnesses has indicated he would like to have a

() 14 five-minute break.

15 JUDGE LAZO: Off the record, please.

16 (Discussion off the record.)

17 JUDGE LAZO: We will recess until 1:30 this

18 afternoon. Thank you.

19 (Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was

20 recessed, to reconvene at 1:30 p.m., this same day.)

21

| 22

23
1

25

. - . , . _ - _ - - . _ . - _ . . . - . _ . . -- . ..__- -_ _ - - _ , - - . . _ - _ .
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1:30 p.m.)

3 JUDGE LAZO: Would the prehearing conference
%)

4 come to order, please.

5 Mr. Hodder, do you propose to begin with voir

6 dire?

7 MR. HODDER: No, Mr. Chairman. I have'a

8 presentation though that I would like to make.

9 JUDGE LAZO: Why don't you proceed?
.

10 MR. HODDER: As you know, I represent the

11 Intervenors in this proceeding and have for over a year.

12 The Board has considered our contentions and allowed two,

13 and presently is entertaining motions for summary

( 14 disposition of those contentions.

15 The Board has, in my view, taken a very proper

16 attitude in trying to inform themselves of the issues, and

17 they have embarked upon this, what I have termed a " novel"

18 approach at this prehearing conference today in an effort

19 to obtain information from the Licensee about the

20 contested issues in this proceeding.

21 The Intervenors have supported the Board in this

22 effort and we have given not only our support and sanction

23 to it, but we have given consideration to participating

() 24 within the scope of the process as the Board originally

25 outlined it. Yet when we have been here today, we have

,
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1 seen what in our view is an expansion of the scope of the

2 proceeding, an unexpected aspect for us.

-m 3 Since it is our perception that what has been
,

4 happening here today is an opportunity for the Licensee to

5 respond to questions of the Board, we have determined that

6 it would be inappropriate for us to participate further in

7 this hearing by cross-examination or voir dire because we

8 think it is more appropriate that we reserve our right to
.

9 cross-examination for the hearing.

10 We think that what has happened here today

11 demonstrates that there are, indeed, material issues of

12 disputed fact, and we claim the right to a hearing. Hence,

13 we won't participate further by cross-examination of

, h'.s) 14 issues raised in this courtroom today.

15 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young, does the NRC Staff wish

17 to examine these witnesses on contention B?
,

|

| 18 MS. YOUNG: No, the Staff doesn't have any
|

'

'

19 questions on contention B.

20 JUDGE LAZO: Very well. Thank you.

21 Mr. Coll, do you wish to proceed with your

| 22 statements and witnesses?

23 MR. COLL: If the Board has no -- we would then

(') 24 move to contention D and ask these witnesses to step down.

25 JUDGE LAZO: All right. Let's wait and
i

-_____:.____ _ . . , - ._ .. - .- _____- ,.. .- .. _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ . _ ._
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1 determine whether or not the Board has any further

2 questions before we release these witnesses.

3 (Pause.)

4 JUDGE LAZO: It appears by interjecting our
a

5 questions during the direct examination and testimony of

6 these witnesses that we do not have anything further on

7 this contention.

8 MR. COLL: All right, sir. You all may step

9 down.,

10 (The witnesses step down.)-

11 MR. COLL: We would call Mr. Dzenis to the stand

12 and ask that he be sworn.

13 Whereupon,
,

14 EDWARD A. DZENIS

15 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,

16 was examined and testified as follows:
:

17 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Dzenis' qualifications have

| 18 already been made a part of this record?

19 MR. COLL: That is correct. They are attached

20 to his affidavit in' support of contention D.

21 JUDGE LAZO: Right.

22 DIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. COLL:

( )jf
24 O Would you please state your name and your

25 business address for the record?

__
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1 A My name is Edward A. Dzenis. My business

2 address is the Nuclear Fuel Division of Westinghouse

-s 3 Electric Corporation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

4 Q would you please tell the Board your present job

5 title or description?

6 A My present job title is Manager, Core Design C.

7 Q Have your duties changed at all since the date

8 that you filed your affidavit in support of the motion for
.

9 summary judgment sometime last year?

10 A Not significantly with respect to the matters in

11 the affidavit I have filed.

12 O Could you begin, Mr. Dzenis, by giving the Board .

13 a brief background statement concerning the matters

(n)_ 14 addressed in your affidavit on contention D?

15 A Okay.

16 Before I begin that presentation, I would like

17 to reclarify or reemphasize a point made by Mr. Parvin

18 this morning which differentiates between the types of
,

19 analyses and requirements that are placed on normal

20 operation and antic'ipated transients and the DNB criteria

21 I am going to describe to you now and the design basis

22 types of events like the loss of coolant accident. These

23 are two unrelated areas of analysis.

() 24 In order to be able to describe the departure

25 from nucleate boiling area I have been requested, I would
,

:
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1 like to start with the fundamental aspects of design of a,

2 pressurized water reactor with respect to the thermal

3 hydraulic conditions in the core.

4 It is the intention of the design of a

5 pressurized water reactor to keep the liquid coolant subcooled;

6 in other words, below the saturation temperature in the

7 core. This results in excellent heat transfer between the

8 surface of the fuel and the coolant which is flowing past

9 the fuel rods and assures that the coolant temperatures

10 and clad temperatures remain under control. This mcde of

11 heat transfer is very excellent and performs its function

12 well.

| 13 However, there are anticipated transients ,which

(2)
'

14 can occur in reactor operation which can cause the heat

15 transfer in the core area to degrade.

16 These types of events include increases in the

17 core power level or reductions in the system flow rate or

18 changes in the temperature of the coolant system.

! 19 If the heat transfer degrades in the core under

20 these conditions, t'he next mode of heat transfer which

21 occurs is called nucleate boiling. Since for these types

| 22 of events the pressure boundary of the primary reactor
|

| 23 coolant system is maintained, system pressure is
! c

(_m) 24 maintained at a fairly high level throughout all of these;

1

25 transients, so that the type of boiling which occurs in

!

!

!

;

|
L
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1 the core is localized small bubbles.
'

,

2 The bubbles are very small because at the

3 pressures in the reactor at this point in time the change,

4 in the density between the liquid and the vapor phase is

5 very small, so that the nature of the steam which is

'
6 formed is localized bubbles on the surface of the fuel rod.

7 This mode of heat transfer, nucleate boiling, is

8 also a very excellent heat transfer mechanism. It
.

9 continues to assure that all fuel temperatures are

10 maintained at very acceptable levels throughout all of

11 these transients.

; 12 It is only if the degradation and heat transfer

i 13 is allowed to continue to another heat transfer regime

14 that cause for concern would arise.

15 The next regime of heat transfer occurs when the
|
| 16 phenomenon of departure from nucleate boiling occurs.

17 Departure from nucleate boiling, or DNB, as it is commonly

18 referred to, results in the nature of the heat transfer

19 changing from these localized bubbles to a film of steam

20 collecting around the fuel rod.

21 This mode of heat transfer is very poor. So

22 that if that mode of heat transfer is reached, the
i

23 cladding temperatures will increase quickly. It is,

() 24 therefore, in these types of events, normal operation

25 anticipated transients, that we seek to prevent the
.

---,,-.-+---ve--s-,,i--se.- - - - . . , , , - + e,e,, -..,ye - c- ---,,---w,-----e-c,%,,, r ----wew-w ,w---v-+-,,w- w+ .-e, m - ,----
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1 departure from nucleate boiling from occurring.

2 As I have said, the clad temperatures would

3 increase. They could increase to a level at some point in,_

4 time where fuel failure may occur, but the primary concern

5 is to prevent this rapid increase in cladding temperature.

6 In order to be able to understand under what

7 conditions this phenomenon would occur, there have been

8 many tests, many experiments performed at conditions which

9 resemble the thermal hydraulic and the thermal hydraulic

10 conditions in the core. Some of the earliest experiments

11 which were used to quantify when this phenomenon would

12 occur were closed tubes of water flowing through the tube

13 and,the surface of the tube being heated until the rapid

() 14 increase in cladding, the tube temperature 'as observed.w

15 There were many different geometries of these

16 tubes. Much of this information was available in the open

17 literature. It had roots even beyond the nuclear industry.

18 The first correlation that was derived to model

19 this data with application to reactor operation for

20 pressurized water reactors by Westinghouse was the W-3

21 correlation. It was in observing these tests it was

22 determined that the important variable to concentrate on

23 when these correlations are derived is what we call the

( ) 24 " critical heat flux."

25 It is the heat flux which is observed at the

|
.
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1 point in time when the phenomenon of DNB occurs. So these

2 correlations are predictions of the critical heat flux
.

(} 3 given boundary conditions for the experiment.

4 The W-3 correlation was derived based on these

5 experiments and statistical ar.alysis was done of the

6 variability of this experimental data about the

7 predictions of this correlation. At that point in time,

8 attention centered on how to apply this correlation for

9 the purposes of establishing an appropriate safety margin

10 for the application of this correlation.

11 It was determined that a statistical level of

12 probability of 95 percent probability with 95 percent-

13 confidence would be sufficient when bounding the data to.
7

14 preclude the event from occurring. If the lead rod, or

15 the rod in the core which most closely approaches the

16 critical heat flux point, if that rod never goes below

17 that value, appropriate safety margin is retained and the

18 DNB phenomenon is effectively prevented.

19 Given the statistics of the data about the W-3

20 correlation, it was' determined that a limit, DNBR -- I

21 guess I should define DNBR.

22 DNBR is defined as the ratio of the predicted

23 critical heat flux in the correlation divided by the local

( 24 heat flux in a particular application, either the

25 experiment or reactor.

-_
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1 If the DNBR is maintained above a value of 1.3,

2 when the W-3 correlation is employed, the DNB will not

3 occur at the 95 percent probability with 95 percentgs
(.

4 confidence.

5 Subsequent to those original experiments,

6 additional experiments were defined on geometries which

7 closely simulate actual rod bundle geometries in operating

8 reactor cores, in that the rods were heated and the flow

9 of water around the rods was in an open lattice type of

10 bundle configuration representing regular reactor cores.

11 Also introduced into the experiments were the

12 full length of the bundles that represent actual fuel and

13 the spacer grid geometries which were used in reactor

14 design. In other words, we were defining geometry for the

15 experiment which as closely simulates the actual reactor

16 as possible.

17 When the experiments were run with these

18 geometries, it was found that the W-3 correlation

19 underpredicts the critical heat flux. In other words, we

20 would observe a cri-tical heat flux in the rod bundles

21 which is higher than what the W-3 would predict. So tr.at

22 this is a conservaticm of the W-3 when applied to the rod

23 bundle testing programs.

() 24 We derived additional factors which were applied

25 to the base W-3 correlation to describe and model the data

|
t

!

!
t

!

_
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1 that we observed in the rod bundle testing program.

2 The modified W-3 correlation of this type, using
'

3 these additional factors which was applied in the Turkey
(,#

4 Point reactor analysis, is called the L-GRID critical heat

5 flux correlation. For the data sets which were used to

6 derive the additional factors applied to the W-3, the same

7 95 percent probability, 95 percent confidence statement

8 can be made for a limit DNBR value of 1.24 for the L-GRID.

~ 9 In other words, the new correlation, as modified,

10 based on the observations of the rod bundle data,

11 indicated better prediction overall of the data sets used

12 against derivation.

13 After that point in time additional experiments

() 14 were run on many other different types of geometries

15 resembling other types of rod bundles we were designing

16 over the years. We decided that we had developed a

17 significant enough data base of rod bundle geometries

18 alone to derive a fundamental correlation to describe rod

19 bundle data.

20 That correlation is the WRB-1 DNB correlation.

21 WRB stands for Westinghouse rod bundle.

22 When the entirety of the data which was

23 available to derive that correlation was analyzed with

f'.T
24 this correlation, it was found that a limit DNBR of 1.17

%)
25 was sufficient to meet the same statistical requirement of
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1 95 percent probability with 95 percent c,onfidence that had
2 always been used to determine the appropriate safety

3 margin.

4 Subsequent to the time of the derivation of that

5 correlation, Westinghouse developed a new series of fuel

6 assembly designs which we call the optimized fuel assembly

7 or OFA. That design included three sets of assemblies:

8 one for reactors Which use 14 by 14 geometry, one for
.

9 reactors which use 15 by 15 geometry, and a third for

10 reactors Which use 17 by 17 geometry.
,

11 We designed those fuel assemblies with the

12 intent that all these derived correlations, in particular

13. the WRB-1, would apply directly to the new fuel * types.'

O)% 14 That was our intent in the design.

15 We performed experiments on the geometries of
4

| 16 the optimized fuel program, in particular, the 14 by 14

17 and the 17 by 17 cases. We chose those two cases because

18 each of those cases involved two changes to the geometry

19 of the standard product before that. Those two changes

20 were a change in th'e rod diameter and a change in the

21 nature of the spacer grid design.

| 22 What we found was that the combination of the

23 two effects did not result in any change to the ability of

() 24 the WRB-1 to predict the critical heat flux performance of

25 those two geometries.
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1 The 15 by 15 design, which is the type used in

2 the Turkey Point reactor, did not change the rod diameter

*3 at all. It is the same rod diameter as the previous

( 4 standard or LOPAR type fuel assembly. The only change to

5 that geometry was the nature of the grid design.

6 The grid that is used on the 15 by 15 design is.

7 virtually identical or very close to the 14 by 14 grid

8 structure that was explicitly tested.

9 'It is on that basis that we determined that the
10 WRB-1 correlation applies to these three fuel assembly

11 types at the same statistical level, 95 by 95 level, with

12 a 1.17 limit DNBR.

13 Now that one has a correlation and appropriate

() 14 statistical analysis and a limit DNBR which is determined

15 to set the appropriate level of safety, one can go about

16 analyzing a reactor core over the spectrum of events which

17 comprise these normal operation anticipated transients.

18 other inputs to the analysis are used which are

19 consistent with the limiting conditions of operation and

20 the reactor protect, ion system set points as defined in the

21 technical specifications of the particular license, so

22 that many other conservatisms are implicit in the nature

23 of the inputs to each individual parameter used in that

24 analysis.

25 All these analyses are performed and verified to
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1 assure that at no time across the spectrum of events does

2 the DNBR ever go below the minimum value required to meet

3 the safety margin requirement.

4 The analysis which was performed for the new

5 fuel type, the 15 by 15 optimized fuel type, introduced
.

6 into the Turkey Point reactor, takes on several aspects.

7 First of all, we knew that the new assembly

8 would have a slightly higher resistance or slightly '

9 different resistance than the reference fuel assembly type

10 and full sized hydraulic tests are performed of the

11 hydraulic characteristics of the new fuel assembly type.

12 These tests are performed both for the case of a single

13 assembly of the reference type, the LOPAR assembly type, a

14 single assembly of the new type, and the loop is large

15 enough that we can run an experiment with both assemblies

16 in the loop side by side resembling the configuration used

17 in the transition core.

18 We can use the hydraulic information obtained

19 from these experiments in several ways.

20' First of'all, we can determine whether the

21 change in resistance to the core will have a significant

22 effect on the total primary coolant system flow rate.

23 The change in the resistance of the new fuel

() 24 assembly type, the 15 by 15 optimized fuel, relative to

25 the standard LOPAR fuel, is 4.5 percent. The maximum

.
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1 change in system resistance would occur when a full core

2 of the new assembly type exists.

3 Since the core represents only one portion of,

\' 4 the total hydraulic resistances around the primary reactor

5 coolant system, the effect on total resistance to flow is

6 much less than the 4.5 percent.

7 JUDGE COLE: Sir, would you repeat the last

8 sentence?

9 THE WITNESS: Since the core resistance, the

10 resistance associated with the fuel assemblies, is only

11 one portion of the total resistance to flow around the

12 whole reactor coolant system, including steam generator

13 reactor coolant pump and reactor coolant piping, that a

() 14 change in the resistance of the core does not directly

15 impact the total system flow rate to the level that the

16 change in the core resistance would imply in itself.

17 JUDGE COLE: What sort of impact would you

18 estimate, sir? Do you have any estimates of that?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. The core represents about

20 one quarter of the total resistance of a reactor coolant

21 system in a plant like the Turkey Point plant.

22 JUDGE COLE: Total head loss?

23 THE WITNESS: Total head loss.

~

24 Therefore, a 4.5 percent change in the

25 resistance of the core corresponds to about a 1 percent or

. _ . . - .- -.. . . - - . - _ . . . ._. _, . - .. . . .
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1 slightly greater than 1 percent change in overall system

2 resistance. This would result in a change to the primary

3 system flow rate of less than 1 percent.

4 JUDGE COLE: I guess we have a section that has

5 a flow resistance of 4.5 percent and it is going to be

6 blocked 4.5 percent there, why doesn't it block -- doesn't

7 that stop the whole cycle?

8 THE WITNESS: Well --

' 9 JUDGE COLE: You are confusing head loss and

10 flow now, or I am getting confused.

11 THE WITNESS: Let me clarify the difference.

12 The system flow rate is a function of the

13 driving force which pushes the water around the, system as

() 14 set by the reactor coolant pump, and the sum of the

15 resistance is in series of the different components of the

16 reactor coolant system.

17 In other words, the total piping losses, steam

18 generator losses, all the losses along the path of the

19 coolant are through the primary reactor coolant system, of

20 which the core is only one of those resistances in series;

21 and it is the total resistance which establishes the total

22 flow rate, so that when you change one of the resistances

23 of the components in series, its impact on the total

(' 24 resistance is much less in terms of percentage.V]
25 In head loss, in terms of units like how many

L
__ -
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1 pounds per square inch does the pressure drop change or

2 how many feet in head or inches did you lose, on that

3 basis it is the same. But in terms of percentage change

( 4 to flow rate, the resistances are applied in a series.

5 JUDGE COLE: I guess I am still confused.

6 You indicated in previous testimony here today

7 that they measured a 4.5 percent flow resistance

8 difference. What does that mean to you, sir?

- 9 THE WITNESS: That is a resistance to the flow

10 through the assembly as a single component.

11 JUDGE COLE: If I take 100 flow units and try to

12 pass it through under one condition, the old fuel, and I

13 replace that with new fuel, does the 4.5 percent

(~) 14 difference mean that I woul'd only get 95-1/2 units through
\_/

15 as compared to 100 with the old fuel?

16 THE WITNESS: No. You could measure the effect

17 one of two ways. First of all, if you controlled the flow

18 rate as your independent variable, you said, "I will pass

19 this rate of flow through this assembly," you would

20 measure a pressure 4 rop or a head loss across that

21 assembly which is 4.5 percent greater than what you had

22 measured the previous data point.

23 JUDGE COLE: So you are saying that the 4.5

r~ 24 percent is an increase in friction loss when you are
L}e!

25 trying to pass the same flow through one element as

--. _ - - . . . . - . . ._. ._.
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1 compared to the other?

2 THE WITNESS: It is the effebt of friction and
_

3 other unrecoverable head losses through any hydraulic path.

k- 4 The total resistance of an assembly to flow'is a

5 function of two things. First of all, the friction losses

6 you referred to of the surfaces of the fuel rods

7 themselves. There is also a resistance to flow due to the

8 structure of the assembly itself, the grids and the
,

'9 nozzles of the assembly. So when I refer to the total

10 resistance of the assembly, I am referring to the effects

11 of both the friction losses and the head losses which

12 occur as the water passes through these other structural

13 components. .

() 14 JUDGE COLE: What is the relative amount of head

15 loss that you incur in passing through the section of the

16 new fuel as compared to the total head loss in the system?

17 THE WITNESS: The fuel represents approximately'

18 one quarter of the head loss of the total reactor coolant

19 system from outlet of the pump to the inlet on the other

20 side. -

21 JUDGE COLE: When we refer to 4.5 percent, are

22 we referring to 4.5 percent of that, about 25 percent?

-6
23 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

(} 24 JUDGE COLE: Like one percent of the total?

25 THE WITNESS: That is correct. So this is the

.- , -- . - - - . - - - - - -
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1 first effect that would be evaluated on the basis of the
s

'

2 hydraulic information from these experiments.

3 Then, since we are transitioning from a full

() 4 core of the old type to a full core of the new type,

5 because only approximately one third of the fuel is

6 replaced at each refueling, +nt set our attention on
,

7 computing the effect or determining the effect of mixed

8 cores, transition cores, of the two fuel assembly types in

. 9 the reactor core at the same time and their effect on the

10 predicted critical heat flux.

11 Through thermal hydraulic analysis similar to
'

12 the type which are done to perform and evaluate transients

13 against the DNB criteria, we input the differing.

14 resistances of the two different types of fuel assemblies.-

3 15 We computed the effect of those differing resistances

16 across the core on the flow distribution, the flow
i

17 distribution and the enthalpy distribution, temp rature

18 distribution in the core area. We looked at several

19 different configurations of assemblies.

20 In other words, since we don't know ahead of
i

'

21 time exactly what the reactor refueling core loading
,

i

22 pattern will be ahead of time, we wanted to assure that we

i 23 looked at differing combinations of geometries which could

24 possibly be' loaded into the actual core. So that involves

O
! 25 looking at checkerboard configurations where you have the

i

|
|

t
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1 dark squares are one type of assembly and the light

2 squares are the other type of assembly.

3 JUDGE COLE: I guess I would have thought you
,

4 would have made some recommendations about how to load-

5 that fuel.

6 THE WITNESS: The specific fuel loading is

7 determined each cycle. In other words, the specific

8 operating schedule of the plant and the specific design

9 requirements of a particular cycle establish the specific

10 loading of fuel assemblies in that particular reload.

11 That is not defined specifically ahead of time.

12 What we supply is sufficient information in the

13 licensing sybmittals so that regardless of what

() 14 configuration actually is set, that those configurations

15 are covered by the analysis which has already been

16 completed.

17 The results of that analysis for the transition

18 core of the optimized fuel and the LOPAR, LOPAR fuel

19 design, indicated that a 3 percent DNBR reduction was

20 sufficient to bound all of the calculated effects of the

21 transition core geometry.

22 That penalty is applied to the optimized fuel

23 assembly because it is the higher resistance fuel. In

~

24 other words, the LOPAR fuel always gets the flow it always

25 got under the previous analysis. And the optimized fuel

t
, _ _ _ _
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1 is the one, because it is the higher resistance, which

2 would have the penalty applied to its results.

() 3 For the analysis performed for any transition

4 core, that 3 percent penalty is applied to all the

5 analyses and does not cause any of the fuel to go below

6 its appropriate safety limit as defined previously.

7 Another area I would like to discuss is the

8 effects of the increase in the peaking factor. The

9 particular peaking factors that were requested to be

10 increased in terms of their allowable maximum values were

11 F-delta-H and the F-sub-0

12 The F-delta-H is defined as the ratio of the hot

13 rod or the power, the rod tha,t' generates' the most power in
14 the core, divided by the average rod power of all the rods

15 in the core.

16 The F-sub-Q represents a total peaking factor

17 which represents the ratio of the peak heat generation in

18 the core relative to average heat generation at a local

19 position.

20 The F-del'ta-H factor is increased by 5 percent.

21 The request was for 5 percent increase in the radial

22 peaking factor. The total peaking factor was increased by

23 less than 1 percent. The effects of the increase in

O 24 F-delta-H on normal operation temperatures can be

25 explained first by dealing with the coolant itself.

.
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1 In other words, the name F-delta-H is derived

2 from -- you were referring to the enthalpy rise, the delta

{} 3 H of the coolant pass that hottest rod in the core. So

4 with an increase of 5 percent in the F-delta-H from 1.55

5 to 1.62, the maximum coolant temperature increase would be

6 only on the order of about 5 degrees Fahrenheit.

7 In other words, the total temperature rise at 1.55

8 F-delta-H, in the chchnel with the largest temperature

9 rise in the core is on the order of about 100 degrees

10 Fahrenheit from the inlet of the core to the outlet of the

11 core.
>

12 An increase in the radial peaking factor of 5

13 percent would increase that by only about,5 degrees.,_
, ,

-)'

14 . JUDGE LEUBKE: This whole idea of peaking factor

15 comes about because you have tried to take some of the

* 16 flux away from the outside and, therefore, more flux and

17 more heat is generated toward the middle of the core.

'18 Is that a correct concept?

19 THE WITNESS: That is a correct general

20 understanding, yes.-

21 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Dzenis, you have referred to

i

22 the hottest rod in the core and a little earlier you spoke

23 of a lead rod in the core.

( 24 THE WITNESS: They are the same.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Very well.

|

|

L
_ _
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1 THE WITNESS: I have discussed the coolant

2 temperature impact.

{} 3 The next temperature to be dealt with is the

4 effect of these peaking factor changes on the cladding

5 temperature, because it is the cladding that forms the key

6 barrier between the fuel pellets and the coolant.

7 The key, the parameter which effects the maximum

8 cladding temperature in normal operation is more related

9 to the total peaking factor F-sub-Q and not the F-delta-H

10 which effects the coolant temperatures and the change that

11 was requested in the total peaking factor F-sub-Q was less

12 than 1 percent in peaking factor.
'

13 As I have described previously, given the-

O 14 excellent modes of heat transfer which occur in a reactor

15 under normal operation, the temperature drop from the

16 surface of the fuel to the whole coolant temperature is on

17 the order of about 30 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit at the peak

18 heat flux location. The total temperature drop across the

19 cladding material itself is on the order of about 100

20 degrees Fahrenheit.'

21 Therefore, a 1 percent change in the total

22 maximum local peaking factor results in a change to the

23 temperatures of the cladding of only on the order of 1 or

24 2 degrees Fahrenheit. Thus, the increases in peaking.

'

25 factor that have been requested in this amendment or that

i
i
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1 were requested in this amendment do not result in

2 significant increases to either the coolant or the

() 3 cladding temperatures as preconditions for other

4 transients.

5 JUDGE LEUBKE: I seem to remember reading about

6 a DNB ratio of 0.95 or sort of accepted value and then

7 there was some discussion of a 0.98 under special

8 circumstances.

9 Could you discuss that or am I confused about
'

10 that?

11 THE WITNESS: I am not familiar with that

12 question.

; . 13 JUDGE LEUBKE: You are not familiar with that..

, s

14 All right. You never get that .987

15 THE WITNESS: Not in any reactor application, no.

16 MR. COLL: I think you may be referring to the

17 fuel storage amendment which is coming up tomorrow.

18 JUDGE LEUBKE: Thank you, sir.,

i 19 MR. COLL: Totally unrelated to this part of the --

20 I think that is whe're that number comes from.

21 JUDGE LEUBKE: You are correct. Thank you.

22 JUDGE COLE: Before we get too far away from the

23 question I was going to ask about 12 m!nutes ago, you

('

l 24 referred to a 3 percent departure in nucleate boiling --

25' DNBR reduction would compensate for fuel differences. I

|

1

i

L
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1 don't recall reading that in any of the documents that I

2 have before me.

{} 3 To what were you referring, sir? I just don't

4 understand where the 3 percent figure comes from.

5 THE WITNESS: In the license amendments request,

6 in the supporting technical information that we, as the

7 vendor, supplied to the Licensee and that they provide to

8 the NRC, we are required to provide specific documentation

9 as to how the effects of transition core are taken into

10 account.

11 I was referring it to, in my presentation today,

12 because there was some question as to whether the effects

13 of transition cores ha'd been explicitly dealt with. Andf.,

U
14 they have been.'

15 JUDGE COLE: All right. So a 3 percent DNBR

16 reduction would compensate for fuel differences?

17 THE WITNESS: Yes.
'

18 JUDGE COLE: That would be a change from what to

19 what?1

20 THE WITNESS: Well, as I have said before, there

21 are many different transients that we have to assess. The

22 minimum DNBR of each transient is different, so that each

: 23 transient would have a 3 percent lower DNBR than what

24 would be computed for a full core of the optimized fuel

25 type.

!

!
4

5
- - . _ _ _ . . , - - - - . - - . . , - - , - - _ . - - . - - . . . - - . - . , - . _ _ _ , , - _ . - - - - - . . - - . - . , . . .

_
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1 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir.

2 MR. COLL: I just have a couple of direct

(} 3 questions.

4 BY MR. COLL:

5 Q Mr. .Dzenis, I believe I will refer you to page 8
_

6 of the affidavit of Joette Lorion. I believe we have

7 covered substantially all of the matters contained at page

8 8 under the heading " Uncertainties in DNBR Calculations."

9 However, I would ask you first to briefly, could

10 you comment, sir, with respect to the statements which are

11 made in paragraph A on that page?

12 A Okay.

13 With respe,ct to fuel failures, we are not

O 14 required to assume that the reactor has no fuel failures

15 in normal operation. This is not assumed in any of our

16 analyses. There are independent technical specifications

| 17 on the ' nit which deal with the measurement and control of

t'e effects of normal operation of fuel failures which are18 h

j 19 unrelated to any of the technical specifications which
!

20 deal with the DNB c~riterion itself.

21 The types of fuel failures which are observed in

22 normal operation tend to be highly localized pinhole-type

23 failures. They are not failures which change the flow

(i 24 distribution or the temperature distribution in the

25 coolant around the rod geometry and thus would not affect
;

,
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1 the DNB analysis that was performed.

2 Q Fine, sir.

(]) 3 I believe you have addressed the matters

4 contained in paragraph B.

5 Could you~ provide for the Board your comments

6 concerning paragraph C which references small LOCA

7 analysis?

8 A The small break LOCA analysis does not relate to
,

9 the DNB' criterion, as I clarified at the very beginning of

10 my statement. I believe Messrs. Parvin and Young

11 addressed the question of the small break LOCA analysis in

12 their responses to contention B.

13 Q Is that because the DNB or DNBR analysis
'

14 evaluates anticipated operational occurrences?

15 A Yes.

16 Q As opposed to the type of LOCA occurrences that

17 they were evaluating?

18 A Yes. The DNB criterion is used to assure that

19 DNB does not occur during normal operation of anticipated

20 transients. It doe's not include a small break LOCA event.
.

21 Q I believe in the Board's order they had a

22 question concerning, I will quote, the hydraulic and
.

23 thermal effect of spacer grids as related to calculations

24 of CHF and capital PCT values.

25 Could you address that within the area of your

.-. _ . - -.- - _ _ - - . . _ . - .__. . -.-
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|

1

1 . analysis? |
!

2 A The two major, the two effects of the spacer j

3 grids on the thermal hydraulic calculations done for DNB
-

> 4 criteria are, number one, the effects of the grids on the

5 hydraulic resistances of the core. This is taken into

6 account in the experiments we have performed to determine

7 the resistance of fuel assemblies.

8 The second effect of the spacer grids is their

9 effect on'the predicted critical heat flux in reactor rod

10 bundles. The rod bundle geometries which we do the

11 critical heat flux experiments on include the same grid

12 geometries that are used in the operating reactor
.

13 configuration.

() 14 So in both cases, the effects of grids, the

15 spacer grids, is treated explicitly in the experimental

16 data base.

17 O Let me turn to Dr. Edwards' affidavit and ask

18 you to refer to the statement at the bottom of page 7,

19 subparagraph I. Could you comment on that?

20 A The 95 percent probability with 95 percent
,

21- confidence that DNB does not occur represents a

22 conservative bound for the purposes of establishing the

23 appropriate safety margin. This statistical level of

{~}
24 probability of confidence has been in use in pressurized

25 water reactor design throughout the licensing history of
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,

1. Turkey Point and other reactors.

2 There has been no change sought to that

() 3 statistical requirement.

4 The -- it serves as an appropriate bound,

5 particularly in conjunction with the other conservatisms

6- in the analysis performed to verify that the DNB criteria

7 is not violated.

8 O Let me ask you to refer to the next statement on

9 page 8, subparagraph J, and ask you if you can briefly

10 comment on that to the extent that you already haven't in

11 your direct presentation?

12 A My statement with respect that the lowering of

13 the DNBR limit from 1.3,to 1.17 in no way implies-

,
,

''

14 reduction of the safety margin of the nuclear reactor is

15 based on the definition of the basis for the derivation of
.

16 those values. Each of those values represents the same

, 17 level of statistical confidence for the data base for use

18 in reactor design.

19 Q Finally, with respect to paragraph K on that

20 page, do you have a'ny comment for the Board with respect

21 to that statement?

22 A As I have said before, there is no assumption

23 that the fuel failures do not occur in normal operation.

[ '}i '- 24 It is my experience in working with Westinghouse

25 commercial pressurized water reactors that we have not

_. _ _ .- . . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - - , . . _. -_ _ _ . . - . _ _ - - . _ . -- -
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1 observed failures which are attributable to the phenomenon

2 of DNB.

(~} 3 Therefore, this provides additional confirmation
'

a

4 of the fact that this is indeed a viable criterion, the

5 way it is established.

6 MR. COLL: Mr. Chairman, that would conclude our

7 presentation in accordance with the Board's order. The

8 witness would be available for additional questions from

9 the Board or the parties.

10 JUDGE COLE: Mr. Dzenis, just one question

11 concerning the change in the DNB ratio from 1.3 to 1.17

12 and the rationale for that. .

- 13 You indicated that because of the increased

'~
14 statistical base, you could maintain the 95 percent --

15 95/95 limits.
16 I believe in your affidavit you indicate the

17 size of the data base upon which the value of 1.17 is

18 based. Do you know approximately the size of the data

19 base that the 1.3 was based on?

20 How much 'more data did you have now that you

21 didn't have before to justify the change from 1.3 to 1.17?

22 THE WITNESS: There are two matters involved. I

23 will deal first with the specific question you asked me,

24 which is the size of the data base. The size of the data

25 base that the WRB-1 is based on is in excess of 1000
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1 points. I forget the exact value.

2 JUDGE COLE: I believe in your testimony it says

3 -- on page 7 in your affidavit it says "over 1100 data

O
4 points."

5 THE WITNESS: The number of data points which

6 were available at the time the W-3 correlation was

7 developed, in which we used the definition of the 1.3

8 limit value, was on the order of several hundred data

9 points.

10 Now, the second important distinction is that

11 these over 1100 data points used for WRB-1 are all

12 specific rod bundle geometries.

13 In other words, it is an entirely new data base

(
~

14 that.in no way includes any of the data from the original

15 W-3. This is all data which relates directly to reactor

16 actual operating geometries.

17 JUDGE COLE: But to this specific reactor.

18 THE WITNESS: No, it includes geometries from

19 several different fuel assembly types that Westinghouse

20 manufactures. ,

21 JUDGE COLE: Is that data then applicable to

22 this case if it has got a different bundle geometry?

23 THE WITNESS: The proof of whether a correlation

() 24 is valid includes some question as to whether it applies

25 appropriately on more than one data set. In other words,
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1 if we took only one data set and tried to derive a

2 correlation that we thought should be universally

() 3 applicable, that would be subject to some question.

4 Therefore, we used all appropriate data in the

5 derivation of the correlation.
,

6 As part of our technical review of whether a

7 correlation is appropriate and the regulatory review of

8 whether a correlation is appropriate, the correlation data

9 sets are reviewed with respect to whether there are any

10 residual trends with any of the independent variables so

11 that the performance of the correlation on a particular

12 . data set is explicitly reviewed.

13 But the correlation is equally appropriate overO ,

''
14 all the geometries represented in the data base.

15 JUDGE COLE: So are you then saying that

16 differences in bundle geometry were not significant?

17 THE WITNESS: Not beyond what is modeled in the

18 correlation. There are some parameters which relate to

19 the geometry in the correlation. But those explain all

20 the effects that we're observed in all these bundle

21 geometries.

22 JUDGE COLE: I don't know what that means. The

23 effects were significant or they weren't significant?

24 THE WITNESS: They weren't significant.

25 JUDGE COLE: The new data points that you
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!
,

! l collected, were these collected as part of an overall

2 program for different kinds of bundles or were they

{} specific for a particular bundle geometry?3

4 THE WITNESS: The data sets that were used to

5 derive the WRB-1 were all available at the point in time

6 and had served as the basis for licensing of those

7 geometries up to that point in time.

; 8 In other words, they were available data sets.

9 JUDGE COLE: Do you have any idea what fraction

10 of those are of a similar geometry to Turkey Point?
|
| 11 THE WITNESS: There are 15 by 15-type geometries

12 in the data base explicitly. I don't remember exactly how

13 many of each type.

\ 14 JUDGE COLE: I am trying to assess how much

| 15 confidence you have that with the 15 by 15 geometry we
|

16 have here that the data applies.

17 THE WITNESS: Our level of confidence -- we are

18 confident that it applies to the correlation. That is

19 based on, in particular, the data sets that we supplied on

20 the last types of geometry, the optimized fuel assembly

21 geometry for the 17 by 17 and the 14 by 14.

22 In other words, there are no effects in the 15

| 23 by 15 optimized fuel geometry which are not addressed in

() 24 the testing programs that we ran on the 14 by 14 geometry

25 in particular. That data set is well represented, it was
.

, _ , - - . . . . . - _ - - - . , . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - . - - _ - _ - _ - - - - - - -
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1 well modeled by the correlation.

2 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.
"

3 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder, do Intervenors wish to

4 take the same position as they did regarding contention B,

5 or do you wish to examine this witness?
'

6 MR. HODDER: I don't wish to examine the witness

7 for the reasons stated earlier. We don't want to convert

!
8 the prehearing into a hearing. We have an ornl motion to

9 make on the record before these proceedings conclude.

10 JUDGE LAZO: Let me ask Mrs. Young, does the

11 Staff have any --

12 MS. YOUNG: I would like a moment to confer.
.

13 (Pause.)

Gk-
-

:

14 MS. YOUNG: I am sorry to keep you waiting.

15 Judge Cole had a question about the source of the 3

16 percent penalty for DNBR. I think if you refer to page 4

17 of the safety evaluation for these amendments --

18 JUDGE COLE: What is the reference to that page?

19 MS. YOUNG: This is the safety evaluation for

i

20 the operational limits, vessel flux reduction, top of page

21 4.

22 JUDGE COLE: That might be one of the documents

23 I have before me, but I can't find it of fhand. If you

(3q) 24 just give me a complete reference --
|

| 25 MS. YOUNG: It would be section -- it is under

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ._ .._
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1 section 3 of the safety evaluation, found on page 4.

2 Staff has nothing further.

~

3 JUDGE LAZO: Very well.

4 Well, then, Intervenors and Staff have both

5 already stated that they do not wish to examine the

'

6 Licensee's expert witnesses egarding their testimony here

7 today.

8 Let me ask whether any of the other parties,

9 Staff or Intervenors, wish to respond or to rebut any part

10 of the evidence which we have received orally today?

11 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, I feel that opening

12 requires some response from me.

13 Of course, we would wish to rebut and present an

O 14 affirmative case. We deem it inappropriate to do that at

15 this present setting of this prehearing conference. We

16 will reserve our rebuttal and our presentation of our

17 affirmative case and our cross-examination for the hearing.

18 JUDGE LAZO: We understand. I just wanted to be

: 19 sure that you understand -- I am sure you do -- that in
,

| 20 the event that we should rule in favor of Licensee's .

|

| 21 motions for summary disposition, that you might be
1

22 deprived of an opportunity to present that evidence or to

23 cross-examine these or other witnesses.j

() 24 In that event there would be no hearing.

25 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, I fully appreciate

|

|
|
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1 that possible outcome. Yet, it is only appropriate that I

2 conduct a hearing within a hearing format, not at a

() 3 prehearing. Hence, I won't cross-examine.

4 JUDGE LAZO: I understand. I just wanted to

5 make sure that there is no misunderstanding.

6 Then it seems to me that we are getting --

7 MS. YOUNG: Excuse me. Staff didn't have an

8 opportunity -- in terms of the Licensee's presentation

9 today, Staff does not foresee that there is a need for a

10 response or rebuttal, except for one small area that has

11 to do with the March 18 notification from the utility.

12 The Staff is presently evaluating information it

13 either has received or is to receive from Westinghouse. Igs .

's
14 think it would be appropriate for the Staff to submit

15 something in writing on their determination as to the

16 representations by the utility regarding the source of the

17 problems with the BART code procedures, things like that.

18 JUDGE LAZO: That would be helpful, yes.

19 MS. YOUNG: I can suggest a time frame of two

20 weeks, if that is a'ppropriate.

21 Again it would be dependent upon the time needed

22 to analyze the information submitted by Westinghouse at

23 NRC headquarters in Washington.

24 JUDGE COLE: Do you have any idea when you are

25 going to get the information from Westinghouse? You
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1 suggested a two-week limit. I assume you are going to get

2 the information from Westinghouse pretty soon.

() 3 MS. YOUNG: I was told that they expected to

4 receive something Monday. I am not aware that they have

5 received it yet.

6 Also on that point, from what the utility has

7 represented, the temperature is still beneath the

8 2200-degree limit. So from that standpoint, Staff doesn't

9 presently believe that summary disposition is

10 inappropriate. But again, we would like to have an

11 opportunity to evaluate Westinghouse's submittal.

12 (Board confers.)

(~3 13 JUDGE LAZO: I did miss your last statement
'\ /

14 regarding summary disposition.

15 MS. YOUNG: I was saying that from the

16 standpoint of the representation of the licensee that the

17 2200-degree temperature limit is not being exceeded as a

18 result of the improved procedures i.eing fed into the BART

19 computer code, Staff does not believe that summary

20 disposition is inap'propriate.
21 JUDGE LAZO: Is --

22 MS. YOUNG: Is inappropriate.

23 Summary disposition is still appropriate,

O 24 assuming that the 2200-degree limit has not been exceeded.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder, you indicated that you
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1 had an oral motion you wish to make.

2 MR. HODDER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. The Intervenors

("s) 3 came to this proceeding today in a good faith effort to
~

4 cooperate with the Board's effort to obtain more

5 information. We issued what was our caveat, that we

6 didn't view that our direct participation was warranted or

7 called for. And we also noted that to some extent, as did

8 some of the other parties, that because this was a radical

9 departure from NRC procedure, that the scope of this

10 proceeding should be carefully --

11 JUDGE LAZO: Well, maybe a little different

12 procedure, but hardly radical.
.

13 MR. HODDER: When this procedure was announced,r

(s) .

''

14 with all respect to the Board, based on my own experience

15 and my research, I was unable to find any instance where

16 testimony in this manner was anticipated to be taken at a

17 prehearing conference in any prehearing conference that I

18 have ever heard of.

19 In other words, within the ambits of NRC

20 practice, this to me is a radical departure. However, it

21 is also in my view something that the federal law might

22 permit with certain cautions under federal practice. That

23 is my understanding of the law, at least.
O
\/ 24 In any event, what I am trying to say is that we

25 approached this in a good faith attitude with a spirit of
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1 cooperation because what we were trying to do or what we

2 perceived the Board was trying to do was to get

3 information out. We didn't object to that per se.)
4 But having arrived here now and witnessed this

5 process, I must motion that all the evidence and testimony

6 presented by the Florida Power and Light Company witnesses

7 here today be stricken from this record as not being

8 properly based within the rules of practice of the

9 Commission for presentation at this time within the format

10 of this prehearing conference.

11 That created in my own mind a problem. What is

12 the Board to do with all this information, because the

. 13 Board brought these witnesses here to learn from them? We .

14 Intervenors respectfully submit that even though a motion

15 to strike could be granted, and this testimony not come in

16 for its truth as part of this hearing record, the Board

17 nevertheless could take judicial notice of what they have

18 heard today to the extent it informs them and helps them

19 understand the issues more fully.

20 Therefore, it is our suggestion that the Board

21 take judicial notice and consider in an informal way this

22 presentation by the Licenseer but that this testimony not

23 come in for its truth because it is inappropriate under

() 24 the rules of practice of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

25 for testimony to come in at a prehearing conference for
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1 its truth.

2 Therefore, we motion that it all be stricken,

3 with special emphasis on that testimony presented by the
O 4 Licensee that went beyond the scope of the Board's own

5 expectation of what was to be heard today.

6 But make no mistake about it, we ask it all be

7 stricken. And we would even be willing to brief that if

8 the Board wishes to receive a memorandum of law on the
9 issue.

10 JUDGE LAZO: We were wondering about that as far

11 as the motion is concerned, whether or not it should be

12 briefed. We hesitate to extend this proceeding. If it is

13 briefed, then it will require responses from the other
,

() 14 parties. *

15 I am not at all sure, Mr. Hodder, that it would

16 be appropriate to take official notice of this testimony.

17 MR. HODDER: I said judicial notice.

18 JUDGE LAZO All right. As an administrative

19 judge, I am thinking more of official notice rather than

20 judicial notice. B,,ut it is the same thing.

| 21 MR. HODDER: True.

22 JUDGE LAZO: We will receive your oral motion to

23 strike.

() 24 Do the other parties wish to respond to it

25 orally at this time or do you feel that -- I suppose we,

1
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1 don't need anything in writing. I guess we understand

2 your position.

3 Mr. Coll?-s

'

4 MR. COLL: Just briefly.

5 As I understand the Board's order, it determined

6 initially to conduct a proceedir.g in this manner and after

7 a motion for clarification was filed and joined in by the

8 other parties, with the Licensee, the Board reiterated

9 again and 'reaf firmed that it had determined that it had

10 the discretion to conduct the proceedings in this manner.

11 We have come here today, pursuant to those

12 orders, to provide this testimony not to expand this

13 proceeding, but to explain in some detail the matters
,

14 contained in the affidavits, the subject matter of which

15 is somewhat technical. And we have attempted to respond

16 to the questions and issues raised in the opposing

17 affidavits filed by the Intervenors and to show that in
,

18 fact those questions and issues do not raise any genuine

19 issue as to any material fact.

20 Therefore, we believe that based upon this

21 record, consisting of the motion, the statement of

22 material facts not in dispute, the affidavits on file and

23 the memorandum of law, together with the record made here

() 24 today, this case is ripe for a determination as to the

25 motions for summary disposition that are pending. And we
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1 believe that we have demonstrated that there is no genuine

2 issue as to any material fact and that those motions

3 should be granted.

4 Thank you, sir.

! 5 JUDGE LAZO: Let's see if Mrs. Young wishes to
i

6 respond to the motion?.

7 MS. YOUNG: I can only reiterate what I said
(

8 earlier today. The Staff does not believe the proceedings

9 as they have occurred today have exceeded either the scope
*

|
' 10 of the Board's order or proper inquiry on a motion for

11 summary disposition. I would join in the comments of the

12 Licensee that nothing improper has occurred today and that

| 13 .if the opportunity for response or rebuttal which has been

14 ' provided by the Board has been given and, in one case
,

15 apparently has been rejected, that nothing is to foreclose

16 the Board from considering t.;e Licensee's motion pending

17 the additional submittal of the Staff.

18 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder?

|
19 MR. HODDER: I have a response to that, because

|

20 in each case counsel, Staff and the Licensee, have'

21 characterized our position. Perhaps I have committed an

. 22 error.
!
! 23 We have indicated that we don't wish to

() 24 participate in cross-examination because we don't want to

25 enlarge what is a prehearing conference into a hearing.

!
1

.

-

|

|
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1 But on the other hand, they mischaracterize our attitude

2 here when they suggest, as Mr. Coll did, that the case is

[}
3 now ripe for disposal, without giving us any opportunity

4 to rebut.

5 If we were to rebut, we would have to obtain
'

6 copies of this transcript, take it to our witnesses, have

7 the witnesses comment and prepare written testimony for

8 filing with the Board, unless the Board were to convene
.

9 and let us make a one-sided presentation, which I suspect

10 the Board might not want to do.

11 So it is not as though we wouldn't wish to

12 refine our issues or respond in some way to the

13 presentation of the Ligensee here today. It is just that

-O-
14 we are not going to allow them to conduct a hearing or

15 create something that could be called a hearing that comes

16 in for its truth by participation in that process.

17 But they have made statements today that are in

18 the transcript of this proceeding that we indeed may wish

19 to challenge or which may cause us to refine our

20 contentions. We cl' aim that right and we would ask the

21 Board to remember what their order said: that written

22 responses afterwards are appropriate.

23 JUDGE LAZO: Mr. Hodder, I thought we just had

( 24 this conversation.

25 MR. HODDER: I thought you meant rebuttal
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1 physically here today.

2 JUDGE LAZO: I asked two questions. Did you
,

3 want to examine Mr. Parvin or Mr. Young or Mr. Dzenis at

4 this time, and you said "no."

5 MR. HODDER: That is true.

6 JUDGE LAZO: Then we asked, do you wish to

j 7 respond or to rebut any of this testimony which we have

8 heard orally today. And I thought your response was no,

9 that you did not, that you would plan to take that

10 opportunity at the hearing when -- and I reminded you that1

11 there might not be a hearing.

12 MR. HODDER: I understood that perfectly. If

13 you determine that summary dismissal is appropriate, I

('

| s- 14 agree with that.

15 However, when you asked me the question, I took

16 it in its present sense; that is, whether we wish to rebut

17 anything here and now. On reflection, I recognize that

18 what the Licensee has presented today, if it comes in for

19 its truth, that if our motion to strike is denied, then

20 that creates a new' set of circumstances which may
,

21 necessitate a response from us for the proceeding to be

22 fair.

23 We are making a motion to strike. We are saying

() 24 that this testimony can't come in in this format -- that;

25 is, a prehearing conference -- for its truth, based on our'

- _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ ._
_
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1 perception of the rules of practice. If it does come in,

2 then we might seek to rebut at that time or we might seek

3 to refine issues. But we have no further presentation

O
4 here today because it was never our intention to make such

5 a presentation.

6 When you made that question to me, I took it to.

7 imply in a present tense attitude, not something that I

8 might do down the line after you ruled on my motion.
l

| 9 JUDGE LAZO: I was thinking beyond today. At

10 that time we had not heard your motion to strike, so the

11 situation has changed.

12 (Board conferring.)

13 MS. YOUNG: Judge, if I may have one moment, I
i r . .

(_/ 14 am looking back again.at Mr. Hodder's response to the

15 Licensee's motion for clarification of the Board's order.
,

16 I notice that on page 2, he had no objection to the

17 procedure which has transpired today, provided all the

18 parties are provided equal opportunity to cross-examine

19 Licensee's experts.

20 I think L understand him to say today that he

| 21 believes such cross-examination is inappropriate because
1

22 it is going to change the prehearing conference into a

23 hearing.

() 24 MR. HODDER: That is correct.

25 MS. YOUNG: I also am unable to find any

i

|
.

! -

t
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1 reference in that response to the fact that any testimony

2 received by the Board should be accorded no evidentiary

() 3 weight. So apparently he is raising that issue for the

4 first time today, and at least from its absence in his

5 response in February, he had no objection to it being
.

6 accorded evidentiary weight.

7 JUDGE LAZO: We appreciate that information. I

8 think Mr. Hodder has indicated that this preliminary

9 hearing went a little differently than he had anticipated

10 and that -- I don't want to speak for Intervenor's counsel.

11 Let me just say that we have briefly conferred

12 and have determined that we will deny the motion to strike
^

13 the testimony which has been received today. I think that ,

14 all parties were put on notice as to pretty well exactly

15 what we wanted to cover at this session. I don't think it

16 has been unfair to anyone, at least up to this point.

17 We also believe that if the Intervenors do, on

18 reflection, and after having an opportunity to look at the

19 transcript, file rebuttal testimony, I would think that

20 affidavits would be' appropriate. And it would be best in

21 our opinion to allow you to have an opportunity to do that.

22 If you feel a response is necessary and wish to file

23 something in rebuttal, let us know whether you think it

24 can be done by way of affidavit or whether you think it

25 would be necessary to reconvene this proceeding and have
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1 your experts appear.

- 2 MR. HODDER: We,would be happy to submit our

() 3 reply on that question to the Board, Mr. Chairman. I

4 would like to be able to review the transcript before I

5 take a position as to when we would be able to reply.

6 JUDGE LAZO: As to a date -- I am a little

7 reluctant just to leave it open. When do you think could

8 you let us know?

9 MR. HODDER: I think that we should be able to

10 reply within two weeks. My client just told me she is

11 going on vacation. She is n'ot going to be able to assist

12 me. Hence I should ask for three weeks. It is going to

13 take several days to get the transcript, as I see it..

'

14 JUDGE LAZO: If there are no objections from the

15 other parties, then we will just set three weeks from

16 today as a date certain for you to respond. Let us know

17 what you want to do, after you have had a chance to review

18 the transcript.

19 There is one other matter; there may be others,

20 but just let me mention it while I think I have it. You

21 did ask that we set an expedited briefing schedule for the

22 motion which you handed us this morning and the other

23 parties when we first arrived.

24 What do you have in mind regarding that,

25 Mr. Hodder?
,
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1 MR. HODDER: I felt that the parties would wish

2 to respond. I felt that it is an issue -- when I filed

(-} 3 this motion this morning, I didn't have the knowledge that
v

4 the company had a new figure of criteria which is now 2051

5 degrees Fahrenheit based on representations by Mr. Coll.

6 I think that puts the BART model back into the realm of

7 certainty, whereas there was no certainty at the time we

8 filed the motion.

6 9 It may be that the motion should be withdrawn

10 rather than create an extra burden for the parties here.

11 It is our position that this model is inaccurate,

12 but we did base our motion on the Bauser letter which

13 acknowledged that there was a dearth of information. I-

CE)
' '

-

14 don't want to be unfair to the process here by burdening

15 everybody in responding to something that is moot.

16 So I think that what I am going to do now is

17 withdraw that motion for the time being, and I am going to

18 resubmit it if I feel it is appropriate. But right now
.

19 let's consider it withdrawn and save everybody some

20 trouble. -

21 JUDGE LAZO Very well.
1

22 MR. HODDER: We will anticipate receiving from

23 the vendor or the utility, I suppose, the new information

() 24 that is a basis for the revised figure. We will reevaluate

25 at that time.

1
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1 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young indicated that she would

I
. 2 be -- will you be responding to this March 18 --

,

(} 3
MS.) YOUNG: I requested the opportunity for the

4 Staff to respond.
;

5 JUDGE COLE: That means you might not respond?

6 You just requested the opportunity. Does that mean you

7 might not respond?

8 MS. YOUNG: I think, you know, the Staff needs

9 to evaluate information that is significantly more ;

!

10 detailed than what is in Mr. Bauser's letter of March 18.
,

,

11 That will be coming in house and in hand. I don't know
|

| 12 what the Licensee's plans are in. terms of informing the
,

13 Board of that information in this proceeding.

(:) 14 of course, the Staff could, through Board

15 notification or just letter from counsel, distribute that

16 also, if that is the entirety of what the utility wants to

17 rely on for summary disposition. ,;

|

llB I guess maybe I'am speaking out of turn. |

19 Mr. Coll can explain what they had anticipated in terms of !
!
'

20 providing further ihformation on this point.
|

21 MR. COLL: To the extent there is a question

, 22 pending, we believe that we have provided the information
!

| 23 through the witnesses today, Mr. Young and Mr. Parvin, ;

( 24 identifying the revision to the procedure and the result
i

i 25 of that revision on the result peak clad temperature now
:

!
l

l
:

- _ _ . . _ _ . - _ - _ _ . _ _ _.___._ _ _ _ _ . . _ __
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1 being 2051. We believe that has been fully explained.

2 So we do not anticipate making an additi6nal

3 filing to the Board. Mr. Bauser's letter indicated that

4 we would keep the Board informed. We now believe we have

5 brought the Board up to date, as updated as we are.

6 JUDGE LEUBKE: Am I correct that'it does change-

7 one of the critical numbers and the Staff would probably

8 feel a responsibility to review the thing, don't you think?

9 MS. YOUNG: Yes. I think it is the idea with

10 the temperature discrepancy that it warrants review. But

11 as represented being below the ECCS temperature criteria,

12 the temperature, we don't believe that summary disposition

13 motion is,now invalidated by that information. .

O . . .,

14 JUDGE LAZO: Mrs. Young, I guess we do believe.

15 that it would be appropriate for the staff to respond to

16 that letter.
*

17 MS. YOUNG: Right.

18 JUDGE LAZO: We will await that.

19 MS. YOUNG: Shall we set two weeks from today?

20 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman?

21 JUDGE LAZO: To respond to the letter and data

22 that Mr. Coll's witnesses have presented today.

23 MS. YOUNG: You are saying through a verbal

() 24 presentation?

25 JUDGE LAZO: No. To file a letter or something
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1 in writing after you have reviewed what you have heard

2 today and the other information which you may have.

3 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, I am getting an
[}

4 objection from my own client. She objects to my

5 withdrawing the motion. Then Mr. Coll reveals that he is

6 not going to give either our side or the Staff anything

7 more than the presentation by witnesses today. To me that

8 is not sufficient.

9 It strikes me that if Mr. Bauser is going to

10 send out letters saying that the BART model has

11 inaccuracies and that they can't even reach a value on May

12 . 18 , then he has an obligation, that is, the vendor and the

13 utility company have an obligation to properly, by .

O 14 presenting a reasoned scientific study, establish the new

15 value, not just word of mouth in this proceeding which I

16 object to anyway.

17 Therefore, my clients urge me to reinstate my

18 motion to suspend and cancel the license amendments so as

19 to smoke that out. Therefore, I do that. I take back my

20 withdrawal and I su'pport the position of the Staff to the

21 extent they are asking this utility, Licensee, to submit

22 something that is a technical scientific basis for the

23 figure they have given today.

) 24 So if the Board will allow it, I would like to

25 reinstate my motion which I filed, the written motion to
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1 cancel the license amendments until such a time as I -- I

2 was trying to save us all trouble, but I see it didn't

3 work.7_
'~ 4 MR. COLL: Mr. Chairman, just so there is no

5 misunderstanding, it is my understanding that Westinghouse

6 has or is in the process of providing additional

7 information to the Staff concerning this revision to the

8 procedures of the BART code. I believe that is the

9 information Mrs. Young was referring to in terms of

10 evaluating that information and providing a response, if

11 necessary, to the Board.

12 In terms of Mr. Bauser's Board notification

13 letter and our participation here today, we believe that

() '

14 we have, in fact, provided the information to the Board

15 relevant to this proceeding concerning the matters about

16 that code.

17 MR. HODDER: We disagree.

18 (Pause.)

19 JUDGE LAZO: In an effort to resolve this

20 problem, let me ask; Mr. Hodder, what do you and your

21 client wish to receive from the Licensee over and above

22 what they have given today in their oral testimony?

23 MR. !! ODDER: First of all --

f~) 24 JUDGE LAZO: After somebody hears from
u,

25 Westinghouse.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 MR. HODDER: Mr. Chairman, I am not a technical

2 man. I am an attorney. I tried to follow the testimony

3 today, and to some extent I was abie to. Yet I don't have

O 4 a transcript before me that I can show to my technical

5 experts that will evaluate the testimony here today. I

6 don't have any technical experts that are on my side-

7 present in the courtroom that could assist me in an

8 evaluation now.

9 'I feel that for the utility company to come in
10 and say they have a new numerical value with a PCT of

11 2051 F, which is something that I am not even certain how

12 they arrived at, isn't a sufficient effort on their part
'

13 to demonstrate compliance with appendix K.

( 14 I think that if there is a computer model that

15 has been prepared by the vendor, which the utility is

16 relying upon, or a supplement to it, then they should

17 publish it and mail us copies with a cover letter telling

18 us how these computations were reached and how they

19 differed from the old. I think it is a simple and

20 reasonable request.,

21 I think it was what the staff was after a minute

22 ago. All I am asking is that they divulge.

23 I think that in light of their reluctance to do

() 24 that, that my motion to cancel or suspend has to stand and

25 then we can let them respond in whatever manner they deem

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 fit to the motion. Because all we have today is

2 Mr. Bauser's letter saying those original values are no

3 longer accurate.

4 JUDGE IAZO: I am just wondering how much

5 further ahead we will be if we go ahead and say, all right,

6 we now have a motion and the parties must respond to it.

7 It might be just as simple to have you withdraw the motion

8 now and wait and see what we all hear from Westinghouse.
'

9 And then you can refile the motion.

10 MR. HODDER: That is very true. That was my

11 original suggestion, which I thought was a good one. But

12 my client objected, and then also Mr. Coll wasn't willing

13 to be forthcoming wi,th anything more from a technical..

14 standpoint. That is what caused me to reinstate -- I see

15 Mr. Coll has something to say.

16 MR. COLL: I am getting a little tired of having

17 him characterize me as not being forthcoming when he is

18 unwilling to put on any evidence or testimony here today
~

19 and we have provided the witnesses --

20 MR. HODDER: This is not a hearing --

21 MR. COLL: I would ask that the Board admonish

22 counsel and ask him not to interrupt me, because I am

23 having a hard time addressing my comments to the Board and

24 not to counsel.

25 With all due respect, Mr. Chairman, this party,
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1 Florida Power and Light Company, has been most forthcoming.

2 The information is presently before the Board. The fact

3 that counsel didn't understand it when it came into the-s

U
4 record is not a reason for asking for additional

5 information.

6 We would respectfully state that the record is

7 complete; the Board has the information that it needs. We

8 have no objection whatsoever to the Staff reviewing the

9 information that it will receive from Westinghouse for

10 wholly different reasons than this Board is receiving the

11 information today.

12 If the Board -- I think the Board has indicated

13 .that it wants to receive that information and that is

( 14 perfectly all right with us. But certainly to charge

15 counsel with being less than forthcoming, I object to that

16 and move that it be stricken from the record.

17 MR. HODDER: May I respond?

18 JUDGE LAZO: Just briefly.

19 MR. HODDER: I am not going to get into a

20 personal thing with-Mr. Coll. I meant no dishonor to his

21 name. When I speak of that side of the table, I speak to

22 that party, not an individual. I am not withdrawing my

23 motion. I will let it stand.

() 24 MS. YOUNG: May I make a suggestion? Maybe I

25 haven't made myself clear. Whatever submittal the Staff
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1 receives from Westinghouse, if it is of a nonproprietary

2 nature or a nonproprietary version is available, we will

rm 3 transmit it to all the parties in this proceeding.
d

4 I think Mr. Coll is further correct when he says

5 that the staff's concern about the BART procedures in part

6 is associated with considerations that may not be directly

7 in issue in this proceeding.

8 Again, the Staff has to evaluate whether the

9 testimony they have presented and through their affidavits

10 needs revision. So what we anticipate will be done, after

11 we receive the Westinghouse submittal, is to sit back down,

12 analyze our testimony, go through their calculations and

13 whatever other concerns the technical reviewers have in

14 Washington to be able to assure ourselves that the

15 testimony presented by Mr. Parvin and Mr. Young is

16 accurate regarding the estimate of peak cladding

17 temperature.

18 JUDGE LEUBKE: Am I correct that that is your

,
19 regulatory work function?

| 20 MS. YOUNG: Yes.

21 JUDGE LEUBKE: What we have had today has been

22 an educational session?

23 MS. YOUNG: Right. But in terms of the
,

() 24 documentation supporting that; it is not in the Staff's ,

25 hand at present. So I don't believe there is a need for

i
l

|

.

.

- __ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _
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1 the motion to strike under those circumstances, but maybe

2 I am incorrect.

3 MR. HODDER: There, of course, is a reason for

O
4 the motion to strike, because the Staff has explained they

5 have no technical basis to authorize the amendments, yet

6 the reactor is running. That is the precise reasoning for

7 making the motion. That is what is so objectionable about

8 not having a prior hearing before issuance of license

' 9 amendments, amendments in an area of significant safety

10 hazards.

11 JUDGE LAZO: We have already denied the motion

12 to strike. I don't think we want to hear anything more
*

13 about that today. *
.

() 14 We will treat your motion, Mr. Hodder, as,

|

15 having been reinstated.

16 And we ask that the normal briefing schedule be

17 applied. Applicant and Staff should reply to that motion.

18 I assume that the motion will be filed in the Commission's

! 19 docketing and service section. But for these purposes,

20 may we assume that it has been served on all of us today?

21 MR. COLL: By hand, correct.

22 JUDGE LAZO: Therefore, the response time will
|

l .

| 23 run from today.

() 24 MR. COLL: Correct.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Now, are there any other matters

, . . . _ - _ , - . _ _ . - _ - - _ _ .. . _. -. - _ _ _ _.
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1

1 that we may properly dispose of while we are here this

2 afternoon?

1 3 MR. COLL: Nothing further from the applicant --
s,

4 nothing further from the Licensee.

5 JUDGE LAZO: Licensee's composite Exhibit No.2,

6 I am not sure it was really offered into evidence. It was

7 marked but not received.

8 MR. COLL: We would move the admission of that

9 exhibit into evidence and ask that it be bound in the

10 transcript.

11 MS. YOUNG: No objection.

12 MR. HODDER: No objection.

13 MS. YOUNG: May I ask a question regarding --

; 14 JUDGE LAZO: Does it relate to Exhibit No.27

15 MS. YOUNG: I am sorry.

16 JUDGE LAZO: It is received in evidence. We

17 will ask the reporter to incorporate it into the

18 transcript.

19 (Licensee's Composite Exhibit No. 2

20 re'ceived.)

21 (The document follows )

22

23

) 24

25

. . - . . - - _ - . . - - . _ - _ _ . _ . - - - - _ . - -.
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1 MR. HODDER: For the Intervenors, we are not

2 objecting to the diagrams. We maintain our objection to
4

3 the rest of it.

4 JUDGE LAZO: That is understood, sir.

5 MS. YOUNG: For the purpose of computating

6 response filing time, are we to assume --

7 JUDGE LAZO: To the withdrawn, reinstated motion?

8 MS. YOUNG: Yes. Are we to assume hand

9 deliveries so the time periods -- instead of mailing?-

10 JUDGE LAZO: Unless that is a problem, I thought

11 you should assume delivery today on the Staff and the

12 Licensee so that the time will run from today.

: 13 MR. HODDER: We were going to mail a copy to the
!

'

() 14 docketing and service section. If the parties wish to

15 take advantage of that, we have no objection. I just

16 wanted to bring that to your attention.

17 JUDGE LAZO: If the parties do not object, you
1
l 18 would not send one to docketing?

19 MR. HODDER: We wanted to advise that it is our

20 intention to do tha,t because we think it is appropriate.

21 JUDGE LAZO: Yes, by all means. We certainly

22 want to be sure that a copy gets into the official file in

23 Washington.;

24 MR. HODDER: Right.

| 25 JUDGE LAZO: Mrs. Young, is there any problem

-
_ _ . . . _ _ , . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ ..u_.___.__._.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 with responding in --

2 MS. YOUNG: No. I was just trying to get a

(}
3 clarification on the deadline, 15 days from today versus

4 20 days. And 10 and 15 in the case of the Licensee. s

5 JUDGE LAZO: Yes.

6 Well, then, once again, are there any other

7 matters we should tend to today?

8 . Hearing no response, this session is adjourned.

9 (Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the hearing was

10 adjourned.)

11
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